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CHAPTER I 
i 
INTRODUCTION 
* > 
Consolidation has become a keystone of twentieth 
century living. The merging of small companies in Industry 
and the replacement of neighborhood stores by the supermarkets 
have become commonplace throughout the nation. The resultant 
large-scale operations have proven to be more efficient and 
more economical, thus benefiting society. Education has 
slowly followed this trend bringing onto the scene consolidated 
schools, county and regional school districts, and school 
unions. Currently every state has a foundation program for 
school district reorganization for both elementary and second- 
1 
ary schools. Studies show that larger school districts 
generally have longer school terms; improved attendance; more 
extensive curricula; better qualified Instructors, administra¬ 
tors, and supervisors; and more opportunity for students to 
2 
participate in both curricular and extracurricular activities. 
With the ability to offer a broader curriculum, admin¬ 
istrators and teachers alike have become greatly concerned 
about improving instruction. Dr. Ben Harris feels that one 
^Orley W. Wilcox, ”Misconceptions about School Dis¬ 
trict Reorganization,” American School Board Journal, 138:26, 
April 1959. 
Ibid., p. 21;.. 
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of the truly exciting and reassuring developments in education 
has been the rapidly expanding Interest and concern for the 
improvement of instructional programs of public schools. 
Increasingly, school boards, superintendents, principals, 
supervisors, teachers, and laymen seem to be turning their 
interest and attention to ideas for improvement of instruc¬ 
tion.^ 
One very vital factor in the improvement of instruc¬ 
tion is the establishment of a strong audiovisual program. 
The good teacher of today explores every possible 
approach to effective teaching and uses those materials 
that make school experiences more meaningful to children. 
Audiovisual instructional materials not only contribute 
to children18 understanding but also are essential in a 
good learning environment to meet individual differences 
Inherent in any school population*^ 
This study Is concerned with the establishment of an 
audiovisual program for the improvement of instruction in the 
Pioneer Valley Regional School and the elementary schools 
which are under the same administration. 
Location and Physical Make-up of Area. The Pioneer 
Valley Regional School District and the elementary schools of 
Union #18 are located in the northern section of Massachusetts 
through which the Connecticut River flows. It is strictly an 
agricultural area, composed of both the Connecticut Valley and 
the surrounding hill country. The Pioneer Valley Regional 
^Ben M. Harris, "Instructional Improvement—How Ade¬ 
quate Is Your Staff?" American School Board Journal. lij.5?ll, 
September 1962. ” 
^K. C. Rugg, Improving Instruction. Indiana University, 
I960, p• 6. 
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School District comprises the towns of Bemardston, Leyden, 
Northfield, and Warwick* School Union #18 is made up of the 
same towns plus the town of Gill, making a union of five 
elementary schools# One superintendent administers the 7-12 
Regional School, the four 1-6 elementary schools, and the 1-8 
Gill school. Gill’s grades 9-12 attend Turners Falls High 
School on a tuition basis. It is felt by most authorities in 
the regional school district that in the not-too-dlstant 
future Gill will apply for and receive membership in the 
Pioneer Valley Regional School District. This increase in 
enrollment and the resultant increased faculty will permit 
greater efficiency of operation in the regional school. 
Appendix I is a map of Franklin County in which these 
towns are situated. Pioneer Valley Regional School and the 
elementary schools of Union #18 are located by number on this 
map. 
Heed for an Audiovisual Program. Investigation and 
surveys, the results of which are noted in Chapter IV, clearly 
show the acute need for an audiovisual program both in the 
Pioneer Valley Regional School and in the elementary schools 
throughout School Union #18. Since the operation of an audio¬ 
visual program in each separate town is Impractical from the 
standpoint of pupil enrollment and impossible financially, the 
solution might well be to meet the problem on a cooperative 
basis. This paper is a study of the audiovisual status of 
each of the schools involved, of other Regional School Dis¬ 
tricts of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and, through 
5 
current literature, of trends in other sections of the United 
States in an effort to investigate the possibilities of the 
regional school district as an area for such a cooperative 
organization# 
Existing Administrative Framework# As has been men¬ 
tioned, the superintendent of School Union #18 also serves as 
superintendent of the Regional School District# This admin¬ 
istrative framework offers a practical and already established 
working base for a cooperative audiovisual program# The 
importance of such an established administrative setup is 
stated in an HEA report: 
The development of cooperative programs is always 
dependent upon a recognition of the need for audiovisual 
materials and services and the understanding of the possi¬ 
bilities of having the smaller and larger schools in the 
area work together to provide them# The actual establish¬ 
ment of the program, however, frequently depends upon 
whether or not some administrative framework • » • is 
available and able to assist in the undertaking#£ 
In order to fully explain the administrative organi¬ 
zation as it exists in this area, a clarification of the 
school union and the regional school district must be made* 
School Union. The school committees of four or more 
towns, each having a valuation of less than $500,000 and having 
an aggregate maximum of seventy-five schools—Irrespective of 
minimum—may form a union for employing a superintendent of 
6 
schools# A joint school committee determines the relative 
^Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs# The 
Department or Audio-Visual instruction and Department of Rural 
Education, National Education Association, 195>9, pp* 22-23# 
^General Laws Relating to Education# The Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, Bulletin of the Department of Education, 
6 
amount of service to be performed by the superintendent in each 
town, fixes his salary, and apportions the amount of salary to 
be paid by each town. 
There are currently fifty-five school unions in Massa¬ 
chusetts representing 166 towns. 
Regional School District. A regional school district 
is a body politic and corporate with all the powers and duties 
conferred upon school committees. It also has additional 
powers and duties, such as the acquisition of property within 
towns comprising the district for purposes of the district and 
the construction, organization, and operation of a school for 
the benefit of the towns comprising the district—to incur 
debt for the purpose, issue bonds, etc. It has the power to 
employ a superintendent of schools who may also be superin- 
7 
tendent of one or more of the towns comprising the district. 
The powers and liabilities of a regional school dis¬ 
trict are vested in and exercised by a regional district school 
8 
committee. 
An agreement recommended by the regional school dis¬ 
trict planning board must be approved by the State Emergency 
Finance Board and the State Department of Education, then 
accepted by the several towns. This agreement determines for 
each town the following: 
Number 1, Whole Number 405# 1961, Chapter 71# Sec. 61, 
p. 101. 
^Ibid., Chapter 71# Sec. 16, pp. 78-79* 
^Ibld., Chapter 71# Sec. 16A, pp. 79-80. 
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1. The number* composition, method of selection, and 
terns of office of members of the committee* 
2. The area within the regional school district where 
the regional district school shall be built* 
3# The type of regional school* 
Ij.* The method of apportioning the expenses of the 
regional school district and the method of apportion¬ 
ing the cost of construction. 
5. The method by which transportation shall be provided, 
and if transportation is to be paid by the district, 
the manner in which the expenses shall be borne by the 
several towns* 
6* Terms by which any town may be admitted to or separated 
from the regional school district. 
7* Methods by which this agreement may be amended. 
8. Detailed procedure for preparation and adoption of an 
annual budget* 
9* Any other matters, not incompatible with the law, 
which the board may deem advisable.^ 
At present there are thirty-nine regional school dis¬ 
tricts in Massachusetts with 110 towns participating* 
10 
Pioneer Valley Regional School District Agreement* 
Bach member town of the Pioneer Valley Regional School District 
has three members on the regional school board, one of which 
must be appointed from the membership of the town*s school 
committee. 
The regional school is located within a two-mile radius 
of a point where the towns of Horthfield, Gill, and Bernardston 
meet. It is a junior-senior high school consisting of grades 
7-12. 
Capital costs include all cost for placing the orig¬ 
inal school plant in operation and any subsequent additions 
or improvements to the plant. Any capital costs in the future 
^General Laws Relating to Education* op* cit.. 
Chapter 7l# Sec. 14B, pp. 77-70. 
1QAgreement—Pioneer Valley Regional School District 
(as amended i960J, mimeographed. 
8 
will be determined on the basis of equalized valuation and 
pupil enrollment. 
For the initial regional district school building, 
capital costs are as follows: 
Bemardston 27.8# 
Leyden 9.6# 
Horthfield 52.25* 
Warwick 10.1$ 
Operating costs include all expenses to the district 
except capital coats# Each member* s share of the operating 
cost is determined on a per pupil basis. 
State Aid* At the present time there is no state aid 
for audiovisual programs# However, a look at the state aid 
provided for regional school districts leads one to believe 
that state aid for audiovisual programs In regional school 
districts could be forthcoming in the future if efforts of 
those interested were to be directed to that purpose# 
Chapter 70, General haws, provides for school aid to 
be paid annually for the purpose of "promoting the equaliza¬ 
tion of educational opportunity in public schools of the 
Commonwealth and the equalization of the burden of the cost 
11 
of respective towns." 
A later bill grants each town comprising a regional 
school district an additional amount equal to 15 per cent of 
the amount to which it would have been entitled if the 
•^General Laws Relating to Education, op. cit.. 
Chapter 70, &ec. 1, Enacted 1940, p* 67. 
9 
12 
regional district had not been formed. The regional dis¬ 
tricts are also entitled to receive state aid for the construc- 
13 
tion of regional district schools. 
The Commonwealth reimburses the regional school dis¬ 
trict to the full extent of amounts expended for transportation 
of pupils who reside more than a mile and a half from the 
lij. 
regional school which they attend# Reimbursement for 
expenses of transporting pupils to schools other than regional 
schools is made for expenses 11 In excess of five dollars per 
annum per pupil in the net average membership of such town#” 
15 
The mileage clause also holds here. 
\ 
Federal Aid. Title III of the National Defense Educa¬ 
tion Act of 1958 provides, for financial assistance for 
strengthening science, mathematics, and modem foreign language 
instruction. Financial support under Title III enables local 
school systems to step up their acquisition of instructional 
materials and equipment in these areas at an unprecedented 
rate. Originally authorized for the years 1959 through 1962, 
this act has now been extended through June 1965* 
Statement of the Problem. It is the object of this 
study to detemine the feasibility of establishing an audio¬ 
visual program for the Pioneer Valley Regional School and the 
12Ibid#» Chapter 70, Sec# 3B, p. 67. 
^Ibid.. Chapter 71# Sec# 16D, p# 80. 
^Ibid., Chapter 71, Sec. 16C, p. 80. 
iSlbld.. Chapter 71, See. 7A, p. 7l(-. 
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elementary schools of Union #18, This will be accomplished 
through the review of pertinent articles in current literature, 
< * i i 
through a study of audiovisual programs of other regional 
schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by questionnaires 
sent to the superintendents of the regional school districts, 
and through a survey of the facilities of the Pioneer Valley 
School and of the elementary schools of Union #l8 by personal 
Interviews with the principals and the superintendent of 
schools. Techniques employed by staff members will be studied 
by means of personal interviews with teachers or by circulated 
questionnaires where interviews are not practical. Question¬ 
naires to be used during interviews and/or circulated for the 
above purposes appear as Appendix II and Appendix III. 
♦•rA*. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF CURRENT LITERATURE 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF CURRENT LITERATURE 
Educators are no longer seeking the answer to the 
question, "Will the use of audiovisual materials improve 
instruction and learning?” Over the years this has been 
proven definitely in the affirmative. The question now facing 
administrators is, nHow can we supply our teachers and pupils 
with the materials and knowledge which they need to do the 
best possible job?” 
In large city school systems this does not pose a 
great problem. However, in most small communities the matter 
of financing such a program is usually out of the question. 
The Department of Audio-Visual Instruction (DAVI) of the 
National Education Association has made a study of one solution 
to this dilemma; namely, cooperatives#^ The Committee on 
County Cooperative Programs was created to survey already 
established cooperative programs. The major purposes of the 
survey were to identify the characteristics of those coopera¬ 
tive programs and to detennine whether any principles regard¬ 
ing this type of organization and operation migjht be developed. 
^Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs, 
Department or Audio-Visual Instruction and Department of 
Rural Education, National Education Association, 195>9, 
Foreword. 
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Information was obtained from a study of lOij. cooperative audio¬ 
visual centers in all parts of the United States. It Is the 
conviction of the committee that the information and analysis 
included in this survey can constitute both a beginning point 
for improving the services of presently operating audiovisual 
centers and a guide for cooperative programs to come. 
Heed for Cooperatives. The DAVI Committee expressed 
the need for cooperatives in the following manner: 
The stage is filled with schools and school systems 
too small by themselves to provide teachers and pupils 
with the advantages of materials, equipment, and profes¬ 
sional guidance in their use. Most have a tax base which 
is inadequate# All have an enrollment too small to 
justify an effective or economical program. Without some 
kind of Innovation these schools can have little expectat¬ 
ion of ever providing the variety of instructional mate¬ 
rials which contribute to high quality instruction. How¬ 
ever, throughout the country smaller school systems have 
discovered that this service can be obtained through 
cooperation#2 
The quality of any school program is closely associated 
with the extent to which many different types of instructional 
materials are available and are used by skillful teachers. 
Whether or not the kinds of tools or materials which make 
teaching effective are actually available depends to a large 
extent upon the size of the school or school district# Com¬ 
munities desirous of better educational opportunities for their 
children have moved to bring about the merger of small dis¬ 
tricts and the consolidation of schools. An abundance of evi¬ 
dence demonstrates that these efforts have broadened curricular 
offerings, secured better qualified teachers, and partially 
2Ibid. 
14 
equalized the financial support of the schools through the 
3 
larger operational base. 
A majority of audiovisual programs operating through 
county superintendents* offices were started on a limited 
basis, some with little more than a small collection of film¬ 
strips. Most started with simply coordinating the ordering 
and distribution of a limited number of 16mm films. Within a 
relatively short time, however, and regardless of the nature 
of the beginnings, nearly all have expanded both the quantity 
and type of materials distributed and the range and quality of 
k 
the professional service and assistance provided. 
Objectives to Assist and Guide Operation of Audiovisual 
Center. These objectives (Cook County, Illinois) offer a sub¬ 
stantial beginning point for any audiovisual center: 
1. To collect and distribute information concerning the 
availability of audiovisual materials and their 
utilization in the classroom. 
2. To stimulate and sponsor the production of teacher- 
student-made audiovisual materials. 
3. To develop a collection of audio-visual teaching 
materials for distribution to the coxtnty schools. 
k* To encourage practical research in audiovisual 
utilization toward the improvement of the instruc¬ 
tional program. 
5* To design and promote a county-wide program for the 
use of audiovisual teaching materials in the schools 
of Cook County.^ 
In Snohomish County, Washington, a finance and policy 
committee of both permanent and rotating membership was set up 
to review policy and make recommendations. It Is said to be 
a mainstay of the program, serving to keep control of the 
■3Ibid.. pp. 7-8. ^Ibld.. p. 16. ^Ibld.. p. 23. 
15 
program as a whole and working to help both the superintendent 
6 
and the director. 
Professional Services, The nature of a cooperative 
audiovisual program demands the provision of sufficient per¬ 
sonnel to carry out the variety of professional, clerical, and 
technical functions essential to effective operation. Most 
authorities attribute more to professional direction as a 
determiner of success for the audiovisual program than to all 
7 
other factors. 
Arthur E, Lind, Superintendent, Richland, Washington, 
Public Schools—If you want a good program, you certainly 
need a competent director or one you can train to become 
that. If you don’t give him the materials and equipment, 
you can’t expect him to produce. 
Board members and lay people seem to think that if 
you have an impressive outlay of equipment, you have a 
good program# They don’t seem to realize that it’s Just 
money down the drain if you don’t have a director, 
coordinator, and a good inservice training program.g 
R, L, McCormick, Superintendent, Huron, Ohio, Public 
Schools—You need someone to direct AV services in your 
entire school system if you’re going to get the most out 
of the materials you have. 
By using AV to improve instruction we Increase the 
content that the pupil learns. We have so much more we 
have to teach the youngsters these days, but we do not 
have any more time to do it. So we must become more effi¬ 
cient, I think the use of instructional resources makes 
for efficiency on the part of the pupil; it increases his 
achievement. I think you have to have a good director to 
maintain this efficiency in instruction.^ 
^Dorothy J. Bennett, 
Visual Service,” NKA Journal, 
"A Cooperative Approach to Audio- 
IjBj 50-51# May 1959* 
7Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs, op. 
clt., p. 
^William G, Gnaedinger, "William G, Gnaedlnger Inter¬ 
viewing Arthur E# Lind," Audiovisual Instruction, 9*114-# 
January 1961^. 
^John E. Dome, "John E. Dome Interviewing B, L, 
McCormick," Audiovisual Ins time tl on, 9*32-314-# January 19614., 
16 
Ho natter how excellent the audiovisual center, how 
abundant the supply of equipment and materials, how up-to- 
date the audiovisual bulletins and catalogs, how capable 
the student operators, or how efficient the distribution 
and maintenance system, the teacher must have the oppor¬ 
tunity and time for consultation with the audiovisual 
specialist. For it is only the AV specialist who can help 
the teacher select and apply the techniques specifically 
required for his or her subject or grade level* Without 
this kind of service, a school—even one that can report 
an impressive quantity of use—may find that the quality 
leaves much to be desired* Dr. Samuel Cohen, Ass’t. 
Superintendent, Wantagh, Long Island, H.Y., Public 
Schools.10 
The kind of professional services which will assure 
the effective use of materials in instruction requires the 
director to be an educator. It is generally recommended that 
he be selected on a basis of his ability to give professional 
leadership, his experience as a classroom teacher, and his 
specialized ability to work with teachers and administrators 
in carrying out the objectives of the audiovisual program. 
He must be provided with sufficient time to fulfill his 
responsibilities. 
A bulletin of the Department of Education of the Com¬ 
monwealth of Massachusetts lists the qualifications of the 
audiovisual supervisor to include the following: 
1. Two to four years teaching experience. 
2. Specific audiovisual training, preferably a graduate 
degree in audiovisual education. 
3. Interest, knowledge, and enthusiasm for audiovisual 
techniques and equipment. 
Ij.. Familiarity of the content of the field, including 
•^Samuel Cohen, "The Import of the Wantagh Interviews 
and a Modest Proposal for Next Steps,” Audiovisual Instruc¬ 
tion, 9:62, January 1961}.. 
•^Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs, op. 
clt«, p. 3B. 
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films, filmstrips, and overhead projection. 
5* Organizational and administrative ability. 
6. Knowledge of curriculum construction and textbook 
developments • 
7* Understanding of child psychology—especially of 
interests, motivation, and abilities*^ 
Dr. Brank Proffitt, Superintendent of the Burlington, 
»' • '' . . *" .. v* ‘ “ ‘ • , • ■ • 
North Carolina, Public Schools, states that the audiovisual 
director will have to be one of the most knowledgeable people 
in the entire school system. He will have to know instruction. 
He will have to know the difference between the thing that 
will have a lasting effect on teaching practices and the thing 
that is a fad of the moment. He will have to be able to 
evaluate the total instructional program, to clearly foresee 
the needs of the school system over a long period of time, and 
13 to know what innovations will further these long-range goals. 
Bringing out the point that the director of an audio¬ 
visual program is primarily a teacher-educator is Dr. Charles 
Schuller, He states that as such the audiovisual director is 
properly on the staff of the administration charged with the 
responsibility for instruction and/or curriculum in the school 
system. He feels that the use of the director’s time for such 
things as delivering equipment is an unjustifiable waste of 
l£ professional ability and public funds* 
12”The Role of the Instructional Materials Supervisor 
in the Public Schools,*1 AV Bulletin of the Department of Edu¬ 
cation, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, September 1963# p. 7* 
m. Shaver, ”J. M. Shaver Interviewing Brank 
Proffitt,” Audiovisual Instruction, 9:29* January 1961$.. 
•Charles F* Schuller, ”Improve Your Instructional 
Program,” Nation’s Schools. 63s71* February 1959• 
18 
The audiovisual specialist is faced with the same 
range of individual differences in working with teachers that 
teachers face in working with students* Dr. Cohen states that 
because of this fact the audiovisual specialist must get to 
know each of his teachers and learn what will motivate him in 
the desired direction* He reminds us that it is not enougjh 
for the audiovisual specialist to announce his availability, 
offer his services, and wait for the requests to come in. 
Very few teachers will take advantage of such an offer, and 
the teachers who need the help the most will be the last to 
request it. The audiovisual specialist must get to each 
teacher individually. Dr. Cohen also notes that there are 
indications that the teacher who has had meaningful help on 
an individual basis is better prepared to benefit from group 
efforts such as inservice courses or grade-level demonstra- 
15 
tions• 
The aforementioned Commonwealth of Massachusetts bul¬ 
letin states that the purpose of the audiovisual supervisor 
is to enrich and enliven the entire teaching process through 
the optimum use of instructional materials* The following are 
listed as responsibilities which should be assumed by the 
director and his staff: 
1. Supervise and coordinate the selection of equipment 
and materials. 
2. Provide for the procurement and distribution of mate¬ 
rials whether school-owned, community-owned, or 
rented from outside agencies. 
3# Assist in the provision of audiovisual facilities 
^Cohen, op* clt.. p. 63* 
19 
both In the classroom and the audiovisual office, and 
also in any proposed new buildings. 
4* Sponsor inservice education programs in the utiliza¬ 
tion of equipment and materials. 
5* Aid teachers and administrators in the design and 
production of materials to be used with audiovisual 
equipment in the classroom. 
6. Supervise, maintain, and repair all audiovisual aids 
and pieces of equipment. 
7* Assist with curriculum revision. 
8. Work with a committee of teachers in constantly 
evaluating the program. 
9. Catalog all usable items. 
10* Prepare budget for Office of Instructional Materials. 
11. Direct student operator services. 
12. Coordinate the Instructional Materials Program. 
13. Work with the Superintendent and the School Board on 
such long range planning for the system as closed 
circuit television or development of audiovisual 
materials for community relations. 
14* Have direct communication with the Superintendent and 
be In a position to work as an advisor to building 
principals.^ 
The services of an audiovisual coordinator in each 
school are necessary for the successful operation of any audio¬ 
visual program* Dr* Schuller suggests that this person may 
be a teacher or librarian. In either case he must have spe¬ 
cial competencies including training in audiovisual work and 
enthusiasm for the Job. Dr. Schuller states that, first of 
all, he must be a highly successful teacher. For, in addition 
to his service responsibilities, his primary function is to 
assist teachers to teach better. He helps them to discover 
and select the best combination of materials for the teaching 
job to be done. And, most important, he helps them to use 
the materials in a way that will achieve the best educational 
17 
results. * 
3-6nThe Role of the Instructional Materials Supervisor 
in the Public Schools,” op. clt.. pp. 5-6* 
^Schuller, op* clt.. pp. 70-71» 
20 
This building coordinator will make it as convenient 
as possible for teachers to use the newer media of communica¬ 
tion in their classrooms, handle projection services effec¬ 
tively, coordinate requests for all types of materials, and 
serve as liaison agent with the central audiovisual organiza¬ 
tion of the school system* 
Mr* McCormick feels that a coordinator is a necessity 
in every building, but the principal should be that man or 
assign the duties to someone else* The principal, not the 
18 
central office, should choose the coordinator* 
In the Wantagh, Long Island, Public Schools a teacher 
serves as coordinator for each building* Although no released 
time, except from certain extracurricular assignments, can be 
provided for elementary school coordinators, a successful 
effort has been made to encourage truly Interested teachers 
to remain in the position year after year# The district 
coordinator feels that most of his building coordinators are 
not only devoted and experienced but also understand their 
19 Importance as key people on the team# 
The views of Dr. Matt D* Burbank, Superintendent, 
Boulder Valley School District (Colorado) should be noted. 
In the larger schools of this district there is released time 
for building coordinators# There is no extra remuneration in 
any school for this type of service# It is felt that released 
^Dome, op* clt*« p* 36* 
•^Frederick M* Lehman, "A Study of a Small Audio-Visual 
Community,” Audiovisual Instruction* January 1964, p* 37• 
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time is a sounder policy* For one thing, it is fairer to 
grant released time than to pay a small amount that would not 
be at all commensurate with the time and responsibilities put 
20 into the assignment* 
Financial Support* Adequate financial support is 
essential for every operating program. The provision of 
instructional materials depends directly upon a parallel pro¬ 
vision of the financial resources to do the job* The success 
of any program can be assured only by an equitable and con¬ 
tinuing system of financial support. 
Careful examination of data for the cooperative pro¬ 
grams (DAVT study) emphasised that probably no uniform figure 
for desirable or adequate annual per pupil expenditure can 
ever be determined because of too many factors which influence 
the cost# However, it is recognized that for any individual 
school system providing an audiovisual program, or for any 
particular area served by a cooperative audiovisual center, a 
given per pupil allowance can be determined* Establishing 
such a figure might be most desirable* With a regular review 
and modification of this figure in terms of changing demands, 
changing pupil population, and all other variables, a satis¬ 
factory and continuing program of audiovisual services could 
be assured. 
Every cooperative center should have an annual budget, 
a plan for how its funds will be raised and expended. The 
2°Robert E, deKieffer, "Robert E. deKieffer Interview¬ 
ing Natt B. Burbank," Audiovisual Instruction* 9:16, 
January 1961^* 
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development of the budget should be the responsibility of the 
director of the program with the cooperative assistance of 
the administrators and leaders of the local schools or school 
21 
systems which it serves. 
Dr# Brahk Proffitt emphasized the fact that we should 
not depend on sporadic or haphazard financing of the audio¬ 
visual program* He states that it should be an integral part 
of the annual school budget with a reasonable allotment of 
22 
expenditures« 
The Superintendent of the Wantagh, Long Island, 
Schools feels that the audiovisual program should be considered 
in the light of the total curricular program budget; that if 
it is considered separately, the pressure to change it under 
budget pressure is too great# He points out that if it is 
considered as an approach to improve instruction, there is no 
23 
reason to consider audiovisual separately. 
Audiovisual Center# The desirability of having a 
readily available center from which 16mm educational films 
could be obtained has been a major reason for establishing 
cooperative audiovisual programs* Many types of teaching 
materials in addition have been distributed through these 
centers# The advantage of cooperation is that each partici¬ 
pating school, regardless of its size, has access to the 
^Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs, op* 
cit♦, p* 217" 
22Shaver, op* eit*, p* 31# 
23samuel Cohen, nWhat Does Audiovisual Mean to You?” 
Audiovisual Instruction, 9:1*2, January I96I4.. 
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entire range of materials in the collection* 
Having teaching materials available at the time they 
are needed and will contribute most to the instruction is 
essential if maximum benefit from the audiovisual program is 
to be realized. Effective use, therefore, depends on keeping 
teachers served by the program well informed regarding what 
materials are available and giving them access to these mate¬ 
rials at the time they will yield best results in the class¬ 
room. 
Delivery of materials from the audiovisual center to 
each of the cooperating schools where they are used is always 
an important aspect of the audiovisual program* Sixty-seven 
per cent of the centers reporting in the DAVI study used parcel 
post. Most of the centers, however, used two or more methods 
of distribution; a majority of those depending on parcel post 
also reported pickup of orders by the user. The pickup method 
was the second most frequently used. The use of center- 
provided pickup and delivery service was reported by only 37 
per cent of the centers studied—a far smaller proportion than 
had been anticipated. There is little doubt, however, that 
greater convenience and efficiency result from local delivery 
service 
Sixty-five per cent of tho centers in the DAVI study 
reported scheduling their material on a first come, first 
served basis. But for certain kinds of materials, teachers 
^^Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs, op. 
cit., p* kf* 
cannot always anticipate their needs. It is then desirable 
to have some kind of quick access possible. It Is somewhat 
surprising to find that more than one-fourth of the centers 
surveyed reported that no kind of spot-booking system for 
25 
filling materials requests was provided. 
At the Snohomish County, Washington, center, every 
Item In the countywide audiovisual library Is listed In a 
card file. Each card notes type of material, subject matter, 
grade level, running time if it is a motion picture, and other 
data helpful to the teacher. Every school is provided with 
this complete card index file. Cards are added or removed as 
materials change. In addition, grade level lists are prepared 
for a teacher’s quick reference. Teachers* selections are 
forwarded to the office through the building coordinators. 
Materials are issued on Saturday or Monday and must be 
26 
returned by Friday. 
Weekly truck delivery to each school, with normal loan 
periods based on this schedule. Is the general schedule 
throughout California counties. Biweekly service is provided 
27 in some counties, however. 
Every shared service program has an additional func¬ 
tion to distribution—the stimulation and development of 
2%bid.# p. 50* 
2^Dorothy J. Bennett, ”A Cooperative Approach to AV 
Service,” NBA Journal, 48:50-51, May" 1959* 
2?J* Roy Barron, ”County Audio-Visual Program,” 
Nation’s Schools, 1:59, January 195®• 
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programs which local schools can undertake for themselves if 
some guidance, coordination, and encouragement is given. 
Such programs often begin on the larger area basis, but once 
they are established and operating, they are taken over by the 
individual schools. This kind of continuous decentralization 
of functions has been recommended as a desirable characteris- 
28 
tic of every shared service program. 
Each participating school district in a cooperative 
program should assume responsibility for equipping each of 
its buildings for the convenient and efficient use of audio-* 
visual materials. Darkening facilities and a sufficient 
number of projectors and other equipment should be readily 
available to each teacher. The emphasis of the cooperative 
audiovisual program should be on the provision and distribu¬ 
tion of those materials and services which the local schools 
cannot provide with equal economy and efficiency. 
Inservice Program. A large portion of teachers have 
had little or no training in the classroom uso of audiovisual 
materials. Effective use of these materials, therefore, 
depends to a large extent upon developing teachers* understand¬ 
ing and skill through an inservice program* 
Dr* Cohen states that it Is clear that a tremendous 
amount of inservice work is required to help teachers to 
acquire a broader concept of audiovisual instruction. Provid¬ 
ing information in the forms of bulletins and catalogues on 
28 Cooperative Approach to Audio-Visual Programs, op. 
cit., p. .. 
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audiovisual materials and equipment has proven inadequate. 
Even demonstrations of new equipment will not accomplish the 
29 desired ends. 
In a tour of public school audiovisual service centers 
Carlton Erickson found most Jobs of inservice training being 
carried out In the face of great odds, the pace of accomplish- 
30 
ment seeming to be most -unsatisfactory. 
His views on the solution for this problem coincide 
with those of Miles and Passow who state* 
If program planners and participants give careful 
attention to locating gaps in teachers* preparedness for 
instructional services, to planning and carrying out 
meaningful training experiences, and to research on the 
effects of the experiences, then the inservice program 
will go deeper and farther, and educational experiences 
of boys and girls will be improved.^ 
Summary. Throughout the country cooperative programs 
of various sizes are operating to the advantage of the partici¬ 
pants. Most have found it possible, working with other school 
systems, to provide high quality teaching materials at rela¬ 
tively low cost. 
Snohomish County, Washington, reports that without 
their joint program the districts in the area would have spent 
^Samuel Cohen, "The Import of the Wantagh Interviews 
and a Modest Proposal for Next Steps,” Audiovisual Instruction. 
9*62, January 1961*. 
^Carlton W* H* Erickson, Administering Audio-Visual 
Services (New York* Macmillan Co., 1959)# p* 7h« 
^Mathew B. Miles and A. Harry Passow, "Training in 
the Skills Needed for Inservice Education Programs,” Inservice 
Education for Teachers, Supervisors, and Adminis trat ors, fty- 
si'xtb Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educ a- 
tion. Part I (Chicago, HI.* The TJhiversity of Chicago Press, 
1957), P* 367. 
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38 per cent more on rentals alone than was spent on the entire 
program* Without the program the larger districts would have 
spent large sums on teaching materials, smaller districts 
would have to fall back on the expensive rental program, and 
the very small districts would be able to support no materials 
32 
program at all* 
In an extensive cooperative effort for inservice train¬ 
ing, The Harkness Center of the Board of Cooperative Education 
Services, Buffalo, New York, Ira J. Singer sums up the results 
of the program as follows: 
This unique complex of facilities is standing proof 
of the ability of school districts to pioneer along the 
new frontier through cooperation. The cooperative 
approach places exciting new programs within the reach 
of individual school districts unable financially to 
support such programs independently*^ 
^Bennett, op* cit*, p* 51* 
33lra j. Singer, ”A New Conception in Teacher Train¬ 
ing,” Board of Cooperative Education Services, Buffalo, New 
York, 1963# P* ?• (Mimeographed*) 
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CHAPTER XII 
SURVEY OP AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAMS IN REGIONAL SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS OP MASSACHUSETTS 
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CHAPTER III 
SURVEY OP AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAMS IN REGIONAL SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS OP MASSACHUSETTS 
A survey of the audiovisual programs in the regional 
schools throughout the Commonwealth of Massachusetts was made 
by means of a questionnaire sent to the superintendents of the 
thirty-nine regional school districts* Audiovisual programs 
of the other schools in the regional school districts which 
are under the same administration were also investigated by 
this same questionnaire* 
Appendix IV is a copy of the letter to the superin¬ 
tendent which accompanied the Regional District Questionnaire* 
The questionnaire, Audio-Visual Programs in Regional School 
Districts and Affiliated School Uhions Throughout the State 
of Massachusetts, is Appendix V* 
Thirty-five of the thirty-nine questionnaires were 
returned. The data have been recorded by grouping the regional 
schools according to the grades comprised in them* This will 
allow the noting of any comparable variations which might occur 
because of this difference* 
Group A—Twenty-one Regional Schools housing grades 7-12 
Group B—Twelve Regional Schools housing grades 9-12 
Group C--Two Regional Schools housing grades K-6 
Enrollment and Teaching Staff* As shown in Table 1 
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the enrollment in the twenty-one regional schools of Group A 
ranges from 1,500 to k2&, making an average per school enroll¬ 
ment of 910, There are thirty to eighty teachers in each 
school, an average of forty-eight teachers per school* Four 
of these regional schools have no other schools in the regional 
school district under the same administration* In the seven¬ 
teen districts which do have other schools under the same 
administration, we find a total pupil enrollment in each dis¬ 
trict, including the regional school, ranging from 3,300 to 
1,023, an average of !,90lj. pupils per district, each district 
employing an average of ninety-five teachers* 
Table 1 shows also that the enrollment in the twelve 
regional schools comprising Group B ranges from 1,037 to 21,(Jf., 
, i *• - -1 . r y 
an average enrollment of 692 with an average of forty-one 
teachers employed* Nine of the regional districts represented 
have other schools in the district under the same administra¬ 
tion. The total pupil enrollment within these nine districts, 
including the regional school, ranges from 3*&5>0 to 1,166, an 
average of 2,366 with an average of 106 teachers. 
Group C, also recorded on Table 1, is represented by 
two regional schools having an enrollment of 525 and l59> 
respectively, the former with nineteen teachers, the latter 
with seven. Total pupil enrollment of all schools under the 
same administration in these districts averages 756 with an 
average of thirty-one teachers. 
The average total enrollment for the twenty-eigfrt 
regional school districts reporting other schools under the 
t 
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same administration as the regional school is 1,625 with an 
average of seventy-seven teachers. 
The average number of pupils and teachers in each of 
the three groups is shown in Table 2, The average total 
enrollment and teachers in all groups is also listed, 
TABLE 2 
AVERAGE TOTAL ENROLLMENT AND TEACHERS IN TWENTY-EIGHT 
REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND OTHER SCHOOLS IN THE 
DISTRICT UNDER THE SAME ADMINISTRATION 
Group Pupils Teachers 
A 1,901; 95 
B 2,368 106 
C 756 31 
A, B, C 1,676 77 
Audiovisual Directors, Table 3 records the directors 
of the audiovisual programs in operation in the schools sur¬ 
veyed. 
In the twenty-one regional schools of Group A, there 
is one full-time director; eighteen part-time directors, two 
of whom are librarians; and two audiovisual coordinators. 
Seventeen of these regional districts have other schools under 
the same administration. In these other schools there is one 
full-time director who is also director for the regional 
school. There are three part-time directors who also serve 
the regional schools, and one part-time director who is not 
associated with the regional school. Directors for these 
3b 
TABLE 3 
DIRECTOR OP AUDIOVISUAL SERVICES 
Group A 
Regional School Director in Regional School 
Director in 
Other Schools* 
Ac ton-Boxborougjh Part time Part time, same 
Amhe rs t - Pelham Full time Full time, same 
Apponequet Librarian No director 
Athol-Royalst on Audiovisual 
Coordinator 
No director 
Frontier Part time Teaching principals 
King Philip Part time Audiovisual 
Coordinators 
Mahar Part time 
Hasconoraet Part time 
Mt* Everett Part time Part time, same 
Ht* Greylock Part time 
Narragansett Part time Part time, same 
Hauset Librarian No director 
Hlpmuc Part time Audiovisual 
Coordinator 
North Middlesex Part time 
Oakmont Part time Audiovisual 
Coordinator 
Old Rochester Part time Part time, other 
Pentucket Part time Principals 
Pioneer Valley Part time Coordinator 
Silver Lake Part time Principals 
Tah&nto Audiovisual 
Coordinator 
No director 
T antes qua Part time No director 
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TABLE 3—Continued 
Group B 
Regional School Director in Regional School 
Director in 
Other Schools* 
Bridgewate r-Raynham 
|r 
"N 
Part time 
Coneord-Carlisle Part time 
Dennis -Yarmouth Part time Part time, other 
Dighton-Rehoboth Part time Principals 
Dover-Sherborn Part time No director 
Hamllton-Wenham Part time Part time, other 
Line oln-Sudbury Librarian Clerk, Supt. Office 
Martha* s Vineyard Pull time No director 
Minnechaug Audiovisual 
Coordinator 
Audiovisual 
Coordinator 
Nashoba Part time 
Waconah Part time No director 
Whi tman-Hans on Part time Part time, other 
Group C 
Buckland-She lbume No director Guidance Director 
Hawlemont Part time Part time, same 
*"Part time* same” indicates same director as 
regional school; "part time, other" indicates other director 
than regional school; blank indicates no regional school or 
no other schools under same administration* 
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other schools also include three audiovisual coordinators and 
three principals. In six of the seventeen districts there are 
no audiovisual programs in operation. 
For the twelve regional schools of Group B there are 
ten part-time directors, one full-time director, and one 
audiovisual coordinator. Nine of these regional school dis¬ 
tricts have other schools under the same administration. 
There is no audiovisual relationship between these schools and 
the regional schools. Audiovisual directors in these other 
schools include three part-time directors, one principal, and 
one building coordinator. There is no program in operation in 
three of the nine districts. 
Of the two regional schools in Group C, one has a 
part-time director, the other no director. In the former dis¬ 
trict the same part-time director serves both the regional 
school and the other schools in the district. In the latter 
district the guidance director has charge of the audiovisual 
program in the high school; there is no program in the Junior 
high school. 
All regional schools, with the exception of one in 
Group C, have at least a modest audiovisual program in opera¬ 
tion. However, in nine of the twenty-eight regional districts 
having other schools under the same administration, there is 
no audiovisual program being conducted in these other schools. 
Audiovisual Budget. Table ij. shows the type of budget 
used for audiovisual purposes in the surveyed school systems. 
Of the twenty-one regional schools in Group A, thirteen 
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TABLE 4 
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR AUDIOVISUAL PURPOSES 
Group A 
Regional School Type of Budget for Type of Budget for Regional School* Other Schools* 
Ac ton-Boxborough Not answered Not answered 
Amherst-Pelham I I 
Apponequet II II 
Athol-Royals ton II (line item) I 
frontier I II 
King Philip I I 
Mahar I 
Masconomet, I 
Mt# Everett I I 
Ht* Greylock I (just films) 
Narragansett I I 
Nauset II II 
Nipmuk I II 
North Middlesex I 
Oakmont I II 
Old Rochester II II 
Pentucket I n 
Silver Lake II ii 
Pioneer Valley II (line item) II (line 
item) 
Tahanto II II 
Tantasqua I II 
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TABLE h.—Continued 
Group B 
Regional School Type of Budget for Regional School* 
Type of Budget for 
Other Schools* 
Bridgewater-Rayriham II (line item) 
Concord-Carlisle II 
Dermis-Yarmouth Not answered No budget 
Di ght on-Rehob oth I II 
Dove r-She rb ora I II 
Hamilt on-Wenham II (line Item) II (line 
item) 
Line oln-Sudbury II II 
Martha* s Vineyard II II 
Minneehaug I I 
Nashoba I 
Waconah I I 
Whitman-Hanson II II 
Group C 
Buckland-She lbume II II 
Hawlemont I I 
*Type I indicates separate audiovisual budget; 
Type II indicates part of regular budget; blank indicates no 
other schools under same administration. 
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have a separate budget for audiovisual purposes. Seven of 
the schools include audiovisual needs in the regular equipment 
and supplies budget, with two of these reporting audiovisual 
as line items. One made no response. In the seventeen dis¬ 
tricts where there are other schools under the same adminis¬ 
tration, these other schools reported five separate audio¬ 
visual budgets and eleven with audiovisual as part of the 
regular equipment and supplies budgets. One made no report. 
The twelve regional schools of Group B reported five 
with separate audiovisual budgets and six with audiovisual as 
part of the regular equipment and supplies budgets. Two of the 
latter have audiovisual as line items. One district did not 
answer this question. Of the nine districts where other 
schools are under the same administration, these schools 
report two separate audiovisual budgets; six with audiovisual 
as part of the regular equipment and supplies budget, with 
one of these noting audiovisual as a line item; and one having 
no financial arrangement for audiovisual purposes. 
One of the regional schools in Group C has a separate 
audiovisual budget, the other has audiovisual as part of the 
regular equipment and supplies budget. The other schools in 
these districts follow the same pattern as the regional 
schools• 
Of the thirty-three regional schools reporting their 
budget arrangements, nineteen have a separate audiovisual 
budget while fourteen have audiovisual as part of the regular 
equipment and supplies budget. Twenty-seven reports from 
kO 
districts with other schools show eight with separate audio-* 
visual budgets, eighteen with audiovisual as part of the 
regular equipment and supplies budgets, and one with no finan¬ 
cial arrangements for audiovisual purposes# 
Per Pupil Cost# The per pupil cost of the audiovisual 
programs in those schools computing this item is shown in 
Table 5. 
Fourteen of the twenty-one regional schools of Group 
A computing the per pupil cost of the audiovisual program 
report a range of from l\2 cents to The median is $l#66# 
Eight of the seventeen districts in this group with other 
schools under the same administration show a per pupil cost 
ranging from 19 cents to $3*30. The median is 83 cents# 
In Group B eight out of twelve regional schools com¬ 
puted the per pupil cost# Although a range of fy.0 cents to 
$15.00 was reported, the $15>#00 is considered questionable 
because it is extremely high. The median is $1*50# Five of 
the nine other school systems in this group show per pupil 
costs ranging from lj.0 cents to $2#00 with a median of 75 cents# 
This item was not computed by the schools of Group C# 
In both Group A and Group B the per pupil cost for 
audiovisual purposes in the regional schools is do^jble that 
of the other schools in the districts which are under the 
same administration. This undoubtedly is a reflection of less 
organization and leadership in the latter schools. 
Future of Audiovisual Programs—1961i-1966, Of the 
thirty-five districts reporting, twenty-one have either no 
TABUS 5 
PER PTJPIL COST OP AUDIOVISUAL FROORAMS 
Orroup A 
Regional School 
/ 
i r . • ■ • ■ 
Per Pupil Cost in 
Regional Schools* 
Per Pupil Cost in 
Other Schools* 
Ac ton«Boxborou$i # BA $ NA 
Amherst-Pelham 3.70 3.30 
Apponequet NA NA 
Athol-Royalston •42 o
 
H
I
 
•
 
Frontier 1.69 NA 
King Philip 1*20 *65 
Mahar 1#01 - ■ 
Masconomet 3.62 
Mt. Everett 2.50 1.50 
Mt. Greylock 1*00 
Narragansett 1.64 .30 
Nauset 2,00 1.00 
Nipmuc NA NA 
North Middlesex 1.50 ' 
Oakmont 1.25 .25 
Old Rochester 1.85 NA 
Pentucket 4. oo 1.50 
Pioneer Valley NA NA 
Silver Lake NA NA 
Tahanto NA NA 
Tantasqua NA NA . 
TABLE 5—Continued 
Group B 
Regional School Per Pupil Cost in 
Regional Schools* 
Per Pupil Cost in 
Other Schools* 
Bridgewater-Rayhham # NA $ 
Concord-Carlisle NA \ V-; ■ r ■ . i * • . ) “ 
Denni s -Yarmouth NA NA 
Dighton-Rehoboth *71 .50 
Dover-Sherborn 15.00 NA 
Eamilton-Wenham 2.50 1*00-2.00 
Lincoln-Sudbury NA NA 
Martha*s Vineyard 2*00 NA 
Minnechaug 1.00 1*00 
Nashoba 2*00 
Waconah .llO 
Whitman-Hanson .50 .50 
Group C 
Buckland-Shelbume NA NA 
Hawlemont NA NA 
NA indicates question not answered; blank indicates 
no other schools under same administration* 
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plans or no definite plans for future changes* Table 6 shows 
the plans of the remaining fourteen. The future will see 
growth ranging from gradual expansion of the existing program 
to extensive growth: more time for directors or coordinators, 
designating of directors or coordinators, increasing equipment, 
creating a specific budget, initiating an audiovisual program, 
examining TV possibilities, establishing an audiovisual center 
for elementary schools, hiring a full-time director, and 
building a new and enlarged audiovisual center for the dis¬ 
trict. 
Summary and Conclusions» The twenty-six regional 
school districts of Groups A and B which have both regional 
schools and other schools under the same administration each 
comprise a total enrollment which warrants the establishment 
of an audiovisual program for all of the schools in the dis¬ 
trict under the leadership of a full-time audiovisual director. 
Only one of these districts—the Amherst-Pelham Regional 
School District—has such a program. Consequently, nearly 
52,000 pupils in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts are being 
deprived of the benefits of efficiently operated audiovisual 
programs which could conceivably be in operation. 
Over-all there appears to be more organization on the 
secondary level than on the elementary level. Financial sup¬ 
port follows the same pattern. This is due in part to greater 
ease in organizing in a single building, such as a regional 
school. However, lack of audiovisual programs on the ele¬ 
mentary level is a hindrance to satisfactory programs in the 
IA 
TABLE 6 
FUTURE OF AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAMS—1964.-1966 
Group A 
Regional School 
• t / , 
Plans 
Ac ton-Boxborough No change. 
Araherst-Pelham New audiovisual center being built in 
new high school addition* 
Apponequet No full-time director desired* 
Athol-Royalston Expansion* 
Frontier No plans* 
* v . t : - , . 
King Philip Will use same director in new Junior 
High School* studying television possi¬ 
bilities. 
Mahar Uhdecided. 
Masconamet Expect to remain at present level. 
Mt. Everett Elementary supervising principal's 
office to be used as audiovisual center 
for elementary schools. 
Mt* Greylock Undetermined. 
Narragansett Possibility of full-time director. 
Nauset No plans* 
Nipmuc Increase in equipment, more time for 
director. 
North Middlesex Add a director, recommend an audiovisual 
program be initiated. 
Oakmont No plans* 
Old Rochester No plans* 
Pentucket No plans. 
Pioneer Valley No plans* 
Silver Lake No plans. 
Tahanto No plans. 
k$ 
TABLE 6—Continued 
Group A—Continued 
Regional School Plans 
Tantasqua Expansion, program made part of 
library as recommended by evaluation 
criteria* 
Group B 
Bridgewater-Raynham Expansion as needed. 
Coneord-Carlisle Ho plans. 
Dennis -Yarmouth Ho plans. 
Di ght on-Rehob o th Ho plans. 
Dover-She rbom Ho plans. 
f 
Hamilton-Wenham Expanding slowly. 
Line oln-Sudbury nothing definite. 
Martha’s Vineyard Specific audiovisual budget to be 
created, increase in equipment, desig¬ 
nate an audiovisual coordinator. 
Minnechaug More time for Building Coordinator* 
Nashoba More overlay materials. 
Waeonah Ho plans. 
Whl trian -Hans on Ho set plans. 
Group G 
Buck land-Shelburne Separate audiovisual budget in 196I4.. 
Hawlemont Ho plans* 
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regional high schools. In an evaluation of the Wantagh, hong 
Island, Schools, Dr. Cohen summaries the situation in the 
following statement: 
There are more elementary schools than secondary ones, 
and it is there that students receive their basic instruc¬ 
tion. If we hope to achieve more efficient and effective 
elementary instruction, we must provide elementary 
schools with audiovisual personnel. It is also important 
to note that student attitudes toward the use of audio¬ 
visual techniques are formed at the elementary level, and 
at the present time, often limit and handicap secondary 
teachers in the use of such techniques^ 
An audiovisual program for regional schools and all 
the schools in the regional school district under the same 
administration is recommended, these programs to bo provided 
• with the leadership of full-time audiovisual directors. Such 
programs might also be set up in regional school districts 
where the elementary schools from which the regional school 
students come are not under the same administration. This, 
however, would necessitate much greater organizational effort. 
^•Samuel Cohen, "The Import of the Wantagh Interviews 
and a Modest Proposal for Next Steps," Audiovisual Instruc¬ 
tion. 9:62, January 1961).. 
CHAPTER XV 
AUDIOVISUAL INVENTORY OF PIONEER VALLEY 
REGIONAL SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS OF UNION #l8 
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Pioneer Valley Regional School 
Pioneer Valley Regional High School is located in 
AUDIOVISUAL INVENTORY OP PIONEER VALLEY 
REGIONAL SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOLS OP UNION #l8 
CHAPTER IV 
Northfield, Massachusetts, It Is built on a hilltop just off 
Route 10, located within a two-mile radius of the point where 
the towns of Bemardston, Northfleld, and Gill meet. It com¬ 
mands an outstanding view of the surrounding countryside and 
is well removed from any traffic noises or undesirable 
environmental influences. 
In 1959 this school was chosen by the editors of 
Architectural Record as one of seven schools across the nation 
to be presented in its publication* The following observations 
were made: 
In order to design this efficient and economical 
school, the architects first established very closely 
through study, the estimated number of students to be 
housed and the realistic needs of these students from 
the three towns associated in the project. As a result 
of careful analysis and design, the required spaces and 
equipment were obtained, a peaceful, pleasant atmosphere 
for learning was created, all in all an economical, 
attractive building. 
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The school was designed for maximum flexibility of 
use and for expansion*^ 
Northfield, Bemardston, and Warwick are original Dis¬ 
trict members with the Town of Leyden, a more recent member. 
In September 1957 Pioneer Valley Regional Higjh School began 
operations• 
An enrollment of 525 pupils with teachers numbering 
thirty makes a pupil-teacher ratio of eighteen* All students 
require bus transportation* Orades 7-12 are included here* 
Classes begin at 8tlf> a*m* and end at 2:45 p.m* 
The supervisor is the principal who is assisted by 
two vice-principals* The vice-principals, however, are full¬ 
time teachers* The principal has one full-time secretary* 
The part-time audiovisual director is an English and speech 
teacher and librarian* About one-half of his time is devoted 
to nonteaching duties* 
Building Facilities* The split level construction of 
this building seems to fit naturally into the contour of the 
land* On the lower level are five senior high classrooms, 
library with two study rooms, librarian's workroom, visual 
materials room, kitchen, and cafeteria, A ramp leads from the 
cafeteria to the lobby on the upper level* Five Junior high 
school classrooms are located on a corridor leading off the 
ramp at an intermediate level* Main entrances to the building 
are on the upper level* Here a large lobby provides student 
lounge facilities and racks for hanging wraps* Also on this 
Schools—A Realistic Approach to Economy Time,” 
Architectural Record* 125:231-232, May 1959* 
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level are the main office, two guidance offices, a waiting 
room for the latter three offices, health room, typing room, 
and office practice room. The auditorium and a soundproof 
music room are off the lobby. On a corridor leading from this 
area can be found two science rooms and a science laboratory, 
a three-room home economics suite, arts and crafts room, 
industrial arts shop, drafting room, and teachers* lounge. 
The gymnasium, locker rooms and showers are also on this level. 
On an upstairs level are the superintendent*s offices. A 
vocational agriculture shop and classroom are located in an 
adjoining building. Appendix VI presents the floor plan of 
this building. 
All outside walls must be temed window walls since 
glass covers the entire area except that required by univents. 
Many rooms are provided with drapes for glare control. Those 
drapes do not provide light control for projection purposes. 
The auditorium is without windows, therefore posing no darken¬ 
ing problems. Special dome lights in the auditorium allow for 
note-taking during projection. 
^ 'I 4 4 
All rooms are illuminated by fluorescent lights. 
Classrooms are provided with three duplex outlets, one at the 
front and two on the rear wall. There are two outlets in the 
Junior High corridor, two on the ramp, three in the cafeteria 
on the library wall, two in the library, and three in the 
lobby. There is one outlet on each wall of the audiovisual 
room and three in the librarian* s workroom. Two study rooms 
off the library have two outlets each. 
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Ceilings are acoustically treated* 
Interior partitions between classrooms are polished, 
lightweight concrete blocks* 
Ventilation and heating are provided by univents and 
radiators* The auditorium, gym, cafeteria, special areas, 
and storerooms are heated through hot air heat exchangers* 
Asphalt tile floors are used in all 3700ms except the 
science laboratory which is vinyl tile and the shops which are 
painted concrete* 
A series of adjustable shelves, provided on the cor¬ 
ridor wall of each classroom, can be used for bookshelves or 
display purposes. A teacher may have any number of shelves he 
desires. Each room has a book storage closet and & two-drawer 
metal filing cabinet. Across the front of each class37oara is 
a green masonite chalkboard abutted by a six-foot cork tack- 
board. Across the back wall is the cork tackboard with a six- 
foot section of chalkboard in the center* There is & one-inch 
strip of cork above the chalkboards* 
A large glass showcase is located in the lobby on the 
wall between the auditorium doors* Because of the complete 
glass construction, it is illuminated wholly by the room 
lights* There are two large tackboards on the ramp and a 
smaller one outside the gym* 
There is a central public address system with a one¬ 
way speaker In eveiry room* The auditorium and gymnasium have 
their own public address systems, but these can be tied in 
with the central system* Each room is also equipped with a 
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telephone# There are two pay phones in the building# 
A raised projection area is at the rear of the audi¬ 
torium# On this is kept a 16mm movie projector# This pro¬ 
jector has no speaker of its own, but is connected with the 
public address system of the auditorium# Several definite 
advantages are seen from this arrangement; namely, saving in 
initial cost, less wear and tear on the machine because it is 
seldom handled and is unsuitable for loaning outside the 
building, and it is always in position ready for use ifith a 
sound system superior to one which would be supplied with the 
machine# The projection screen, 8x12 feet, is located on the 
stage and is electrically operated by off-stage controls# 
A one-inch conduit for future closed circuit televi¬ 
sion was included in the construction of the building# 
Inventory# All material listed is In good condition# 
Make 
16mm projector, 
RCA 400 
16mm projector. 
Bell & Howell 
Model 
MI-1338-B 
(no speaker) 
Specialist 
Filmstrip 
2x2 slide projector V-25 
Viewlex 
Filmstrip Viewer 
Viewlex 
Record Players 
vm, (3) 
Trav-Ler, Stereo 
Tape Recorder 
Webster 
VM 
156 
VSR 1009 
Location 
Auditorium 
On Wilson 
Movie-Mover RP 1 
Audiovisual Room 
Audiovisual Room 
Audiovisual Room 
Audiovisual Room 
i track, monaural Audiovisual Room 
i track, stereo SWS Audiovisual Room 
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Hake Model Location 
Screens 
Da-llte, 50x50~inch tripod Audiovisual Room 
8xl2-foot, electrically operated Auditorium 
PA System 
Stromberg-Carlson SS-320 
Spirit Duplicator (2) 220 
A. E. Dick 
Enlarger 
Dejur-Versatile 
Drier 
Akays-Pipper F-ll^b 
Main Office 
Main Office 
Darkroom 
Darkroom 
Potter* a Wheel 
Craftools 2110 
Kiln 
American Art Clay EClJ 
Arts & Crafts Room 
Arts & Crafts Room 
Globes 
Graded-Relief l8M (3) 
Unprinted metal on 
stand 
Inflatable 
l8w Chalk 
Surface 
Audiovisual Room 
Audiovisual Room 
Haps 
Atwood 
Regional—political South America 
Burkhart 
Physical--political United States 
Denoyer-Geppert 
Physical—political Caesar* s Gaul 
Pictorial map of Mediterranean mythology and 
classical literature 
Finch 
Political World (1959) 
Physical—political United States (1959) 
Physical—political World (1959) 
Knowlton 
Cradles of World Civilization 
Empires of the Near East 
Roman Empire 
Napoleonic Empire—1812 
Europe after the Congress of Vienna—l8l5 
The World after the First World War—192lj. 
Europe at the Outbreak of World War II 
Russian and Japanese Expansion in the Fhr Bast—1941 
World War II in Europe and Northern Africa 
World War II in the Pacific 
Haps (Continued) 
Knowlton (Continued) 
Decline of Western Colonialism in Asia 
Europe in 1953 
Landform 
Physical—political Europe (1952) 
Political Asia and Australia (1952) 
Physical—political Africa (1951) 
Sanford 
Spanish and French Explorers 
Early Colonies 
The Revolution (American) 
Growth of the United States (1800-1820) 
The Civil War 
Growth of the Great West (1870) 
The World War (I) 
These specialized science materials may be classified 
as audiovisual materials. All are in good condition. All 
are located in the science department: microscopes, bioscope, 
spectroscope, fetal display (pig), microtome, electric kymo¬ 
graph (Harvard Apparatus), incubator (Boekel 115V-90W), 
planetary system (model), Geiger counter (Classmaster #6320), 
platform scales, oscilloscope (Heath Kit #1012), telescope, 
plastic frog, lifelike torso (Kisto-slide Model), skeleton 
(l/8 scale). General Biology Charts (A. *T. Nystrom), Graphic 
Health Charts, Periodic Chart of Atoms (1959)* 
Curriculum. A curriculum guide is 3et up each year 
by each department. This is then studied by a committee vfoich 
sets up the current curriculum to fit the needs of the 
student body. 
Extent of Use of Available Materials. In order to 
obtain information concerning the use of available materials 
and techniques employed, questionnaires were distributed to 
the teachers. Twenty-five of the thirty were returned. Two 
teachers not returning questionnaires were late-year 
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replacements* and two were teachers who spend a large part of 
their time as supervisors In the elementary schools* Thus, 
an accurate picture of the situation is presented. 
Fifteen teachers used 16mm movie films during the past 
year averaging one to twelve apiece, a total of seventy-three 
films. Most of the films were previewed* They were almost 
all introduced and followed up in some manner. The few which 
did not tie in with current lessons did so with lessons pre¬ 
viously taught. 
Approximately eighty filmstrips were used, thirty of 
these by the home economics teacher. This count does not 
include the use of one news filmstrip a week by social studies 
and history classes. Hine teachers used filmstrips. 
The record player was used frequently by four teachers 
and occasionally by nine. Recordings of poetry and literature 
represented one of the major uses. The music department also 
does much with this machine. 
Ten teachers report maintaining a flat picture file. 
Four of those are catalogued and four are partially catalogued. 
The tape recorder finds frequent use with the guidance 
and speech teachers and is used occasionally by eight others* 
Only four teachers own 35mm cameras, three of whom use 
them for school purposes* Three other teachers have borrowed 
slides for use with their classes. The band instructor has 
found his 8mra movie camera extremely helpful In parade train¬ 
ing. The principal also uses his camera for school affairs 
and for school pictures for the local newspaper. 
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The bioscope is used frequently in the science depart¬ 
ment with teacher-and pupil-made slides* Also in this depart¬ 
ment models, charts, live specimens, and the use of a growing 
room play an important role in the teachers1 program* A 
science fair is held each year* Many models, exhibits, and 
demonstrations are involved in this project. 
Chalk murals are done each month on the chalkboard of 
the classroom by eleventh grade history classes. 
A Public Address Club has been organized by the speech 
teacher* At present only his own students are involved, but 
there is a waiting list of others interested in joining. This 
group presents a news broadcast over the public address system 
every morning. It includes school events, outside news, music, 
etc. This program Is taped after school hours for presenta¬ 
tion the next morning* 
In home economics and in shop classes much use is 
made of demonstration In teaching. 
The camera club is currently inactive, but with the 
return of a teacher who has had a year* s leave of absence, it 
will probably become active again. A fully equipped darkroom 
is available* 
Six teachers took their classes on field trips. This 
does not include exchange concerts by the band and the glee 
clubs or trips taken by athletic teams for game participation. 
For the above mentioned trips, buses are furnished by the 
school committee. Pupils furnished their own cars for trip* 
to Rowe Yankee Atomic Electric Company, American Optical 
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Company (Brattleboro), Springfield Telephone Company, Ludlow, 
Amherst, and Greenfield, Six trips were taken by groups 
under the direction of the guidance teacher to various colleges. 
The senior class takes an annual trip to Washington. 
This is taken during February vacation for a period of four 
days. Transportation is by chartered bus with all expenses 
paid by funds accumulated for this purpose over a period of 
years through class projects. An evening meeting is held in 
preparation for the trip. Parents and chaperones are requested 
to attend along with the students. Slides of points of inter¬ 
est to b© visited are shown. Mimeographed material concerning 
needs for the trip, required behavior, and the itinerary are 
distributed. Questions and discussion take place at this time. 
The same buses are used for all necessary transportation dur¬ 
ing the stay in the city. A young man who teaches history and 
problems of democracy was in charge of the trip this year. 
Driver education courses provide on-the-road driver 
experience for the students. The car used is donated by a 
local dealer. 
Only six teachers have had audiovisual training. 
Availability of Materials. Much work is being done 
by the librarian to get an audiovisual program organized at 
Pioneer. He supervises the use of equipment, keeps it in 
good running order, and trains a crew of boys to set up the 
machines. Requests slips have been introduced for films, 
filmstrips, equipment, and use of the auditorium. Films have 
been ordered if the teachers requested them. In the coming 
year he plans to enroll the school in the Western Massachu¬ 
setts Educational Film Cooperative and to make use of the 
Department of Education Filn Library. 
Some l6rara films were borrowed from the Massachusetts 
State Regional Library at Greenfield. These were picked up 
and returned by the librarian. Extension Service films were 
ordered from the University of Massachusetts, and other free 
films from various sources were utilized. 
A filmstrip library of over 200 filmstrips is avail¬ 
able. However, many of these are outdated, and there are 
numerous duplicates. These are kept in large boxes in the 
audiovisual room. The librarian is planning to remove the old 
filmstrips and the duplicates and catalogue those remaining. 
Each week a filmstrip dealing with the latest news is received 
by the school through the courtesy of the Greenfield Recorder- 
Gazette. These become a part of the filmstrip library 
although little use has been made of them following the 
initial showing. 
The guidance department has a library of forty-eight 
tapes, each containing half-hour selections. These are record¬ 
ings of guidance programs broadcast by radio by Boston Uni¬ 
versity and made available to schools. 
Fifty-one albums of classical records are in the music 
library. These were all 78rpm* Hew 33z*pra albums are being 
added gradually. 
Public Relations. Each week the Greenfield Recorder- 
Gazette features "Teen Scenes," a full page of news from the 
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county high schools. Student reporters include in their news 
articles on outstanding projects and activities. Photographs 
are frequently included. 
This newspaper also assigns a reporter to each meeting 
of the Pioneer Valley Regional School Committee. The report¬ 
er’s account of the business transacted does not always please 
the school administrators. 
For several years national Education Week has been 
observed by inviting parents to attend a typical school day 
with their children. Classes are schedtiled to begin at 3 p*m* 
and run through a typical schedule until 8:30 p.m. This pro¬ 
gram has been well received by the parents. 
Financial Support. A sura of $300 is allocated annu¬ 
ally in the school budget for audiovisual use. Title III 
funds have been used for the purchase of new equipment# Along 
with other increment for special duties, the school board has 
voted $200 a year for library work and $100 for audiovisual 
work. 
Summary. The faculty at Pioneer Valley Regional School 
appears to b© very receptive to the use of audiovisual mate¬ 
rials even though a large majority have had no professional 
training. The big problem here is availability of materials 
and darkout facilities in certain classrooms. 
An evaluation of Pioneer was made in 1963 by the New 
England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The 
following is an excerpt from the committee’s report: 
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To get the maximum amount of value from these physi¬ 
cal facilities the services of a person trained in 
library and audiovisual services Is essential. Qualified 
personnel on a full-time basis could work closely with 
classroom teachers to make the instructional materials 
department of optimum service to both faculty and 
students.2 
The librarian has been secured, although teaching 
duties occupy about half of his time. He has brought the 
library facilities into good working order. Part of his time 
can now be spent organizing an audiovisual program. An attempt 
should be made to hire a full-time audiovisual director allow¬ 
ing the librarian to pursue his library duties and at the 
same time carry on the audiovisual coordinating duties which 
he now is undertaking. 
Bernardston Elementary School 
The Bernardston Elementary School is located in 
Bernardston, Massachusetts, a town with a population of about 
1*300. The school was opened in September 1951, thereby 
replacing four one-room neighborhood schools. The building 
is of brick, clnderblock, and glass brick construction. It 
is situated at the foot of a hill about one-fourth mile off 
Routes 5 and 10. Surrounded by a very large grassed play area 
and set away from all dwellings. It is completely free of 
traffic noises. 
The 1961). school enrollment approximates 2lj.O with an 
average class load of from twenty-five to thirty. Eighty per 
^Report of Evaluation Committee, Hew England Associa¬ 
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools, October 1963* 
(Mimeographed.) 
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cent of the pupils are transported by bus* The hours are 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. There Is an hour noon recess, but no child 
leaves the school area during this period* At present a large 
first grade and second grade have necessitated an extra split 
* 
grade of first and second grade students. There are six grades 
and a kindergarten making a total of eight teachers. Ulti¬ 
mately a thirteen corps unit is foreseen. 
A teaching principal is in charge. One teacher serves 
as audiovisual coordinator and another as librarian. These 
teachers are relieved of some extra duties* 
Building Facilities. The school consists of eight 
i 
classrooms, a library, principal^ office with reception room, 
teachers* room, nurse*s room, supply room, and boys* and girls* 
lavatories on the main floor. This floor is at ground level 
only at the south end of the building. The lover level is the 
ground floor. This floor contains the cafeteria, boiler room, 
and three storage rooms, one of which has been divided to 
provide a Civil Defense room. 
Five of the classrooms and the library are so con¬ 
structed that partitions can be changed to revise the number 
of classrooms. Toilet rooms, sinks, and drinking fountains 
are to be found in the kindergarten and grades 1 and 2. The 
split class occupies a large room originally designated for 
a multipurpose room. A chalkboard has been installed, but 
tackboards, cabinets, etc., are lacking. 
The windows open inward at the bottom of a wall of 
glass brick. Each classroom (except kindergarten) and the 
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library are provided with teal blue plastic drapes on traverse 
rods for darkening the rooms • In grades 1 to 3 each of the 
two sections of drapes can be operated independently allowing 
greater facility for projection and other group activity 
simultaneously* The cafeteria can be darkened by means of 
shades* 
The classrooms are illuminated by fluorescent lights 
of the egg-crate type, each room with three rows of lights 
parallel to the window wall. These are operated by separate 
switches. Lighting in the cafeteria is incandescent. 
A duplex electrical outlet is on the front and back 
wall of each classroom. 
Halls and all rooms except storage rooms are acous¬ 
tically treated. 
Ventilation is by forced air which does not necessi¬ 
tate the opening of windows to ventilate rooms. The building 
Is radiant heated with pipes being laid in cement floors. The 
floor covering is a light colored asphalt tile* 
Each classroom has a children’s wardrobe and a teach¬ 
er’s closet containing adequate shelf space for storage. 
There is a large deep area of open shelving below the display 
shelf. A two-drawer steel filing cabinet is to be found in 
each classroom. 
At the front of each classroom is a chalkboard of 
green masonite. Tackboard area is provided but is inadequate 
in the four upper grades. The cement board partitions between 
these latter rooms, however, serve well for displaying 
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materials which can be attached with tape or other adhesive. 
The reception room of the principal’s office serves 
to some extent as a teachers’ workroom since it contains a 
spirit duplicator and a 20x20-inch paper cutter. 
There is no central sound system, nor is there any 
method of communication between the office and the individual 
classrooms. This does not appear to be needed in the building, 
at least at the present time. There is a telephone (HHT&T) 
on each level of the building. 
The hallway is provided with a large bulletin board 
and two exhibit cases, the latter being lighted with fluores¬ 
cent strips at the top of the cases. 
Inventory of Audiovisual Equipment. All equipment 
listed is in good condition. 
Make Model Location 
16mm sound projector 
RCA Junior 
MI-345-B Bookroom 
Filmstrip Projector 
Viewlex (no fan) 
v-45 Grade 1 
Filmstrip & 2x2 Slide 
Viewlex 
Viewlex 
V-22C 
V-25-P 
Grade 2 
Bookroom 
Opaque Projector 
* Beseler 
Beselor 
2545 
Vu-Lyte IX 
Storeroom 
Bookroom 
Record Player 
RCA, h-speed MI-35112 Bookroom 
Microphone (crystal) 
Electro-Voice 
910 Bookroom 
Projection Tables (3) Bookroom • 
Make Model Location 
Screens 
Da-lite, matte 60x60, tripod Bookroom 
Radiant, beaded 40x40, wall Library 
Radiant, beaded 70x70, wall Split Class 
Draper V, matte 70x70, if all Classrooms 
Flannel Boards (6) with easels Classrooms 
Globes 
16-inch (5) 1959 Grades 2-6 
18-inch (2) inflatable 1961 Grades 5-6 
16-inch poligraphic 1963 Grade 4 
floor stand 
Maps 
World, political 1963 (86x64) Grade 5 
Massachusetts 1957 (3 mi.-l") Grade 4 
Physical-political 
North America (2) 1950 Grades 4-5 
South America 1950 Grade 6 
World 1950 Grade 6 
Africa 1950 Grade 6 
Asia and Australia 1950 Grade 6 
Europe 1950 Grade 6 
World 1950 (Polar proj) Grade 4 
Political 
United States, old but in good condition Grade 3 
B-Z Viewer, Graflex 79 Office Workroom 
Spirit Duplicator, Standard Rocket Office Workroom 
Paper Cutter 20x20 Office Workroom 
Lantern Slide Kit, Keystone Bookroom 
Junior Science Kit Bookroom 
Curriculum. It is generally agreed by all members of 
the staff that the curriculum of the Bernards ton Elementary 
School is determined to a large extent by the textbooks. The 
needs, interests, and abilities of each class have much to do 
with determining the curriculum. Most teachers use the 
language book as a guide to what should be taught at a par¬ 
ticular grade level, but frequently deviate from the text to 
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carry out special projects* 
Three years ago a curriculum study was made for the 
purpose of acquainting teachers with the studies of each grade. 
At a series of after-school meetings each teacher outlined the 
course of study for her grade and told or demonstrated any 
special ways in which the teaching was accomplished. Text¬ 
books and supplementary materials were exhibited and discussed* 
This study was shared with the public by culminating it in a 
program presented for the FTA. As the PTA group visited each 
classroom, the teacher gave an overview of her social studies 
curriculum. 
The following year a brief study was made of the 
science program and of available materials. This served to 
foetus attention on new materials purchased with Title III 
funds• 
During the current year a course In modem math was 
offered to all elementary teachers of Union #l8 by the princi¬ 
pal of the Bernards ton Elementary School. This was done by 
the principal as a fulfillment of a National Science Founda¬ 
tion Scholarship. Modem math will be introduced into the 
curriculum in the fall. 
Extent of Use of Available Materials and Techniques 
Employed. Each teacher has been instructed in the use of 
equipment by the audiovisual coordinator when necessary. At 
present a fifth and sixth grade boy are qualified to operate 
the 16mm projector. The student operator is used primarily 
in setting up the machine, threading it, and putting it away. 
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In this way valuable time is saved for the teacher, and since 
she runs the projector hersolf, no class time is lost by the 
student. On days of heavy use the sixth grade boy is respon¬ 
sible for maintaining the schedule set \ip by the coordinator# 
Two hundred and sixty-one showings were scheduled for 
l6mm films during the past year# This is an average of thirty- 
seven films per class. One hundred and ten different films 
were used. One teacher previews films frequently, one occa¬ 
sionally, the others not at all# Practice teachers are taught 
to preview each film# The majority of the teachers introduce 
the films in some manner# A.11 follow them up with at least a 
discussion; most use a variety of activities and make a film a 
vital part of the lesson. 
About 100 filmstrips were used in the kindergarten 
during the year. All of these are the personal property of 
the teacher. Frequently only part of the film is used to 
demonstrate a particular point or to make allowance for the 
short attention span of same in the class. These are projected 
in the library which adjoins the kindergarten. In all the 
othor grades there were 125 showings, or an average of eighteen 
filmstrips per grade# These appear to be used effectively# 
The filmstrip viewer is used frequently by some of the 
teachers# It is used to some extent for individual and com¬ 
mittee work in grade Ij. but frequently used for these purposes 
in grade 6. 
Six teachers have flannel boards, four of >ftiich are 
commercial boards# In the kindergarten all flannel parts are 
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commercial products* Here this material is used continually* 
In grade 6 commercial parts are used occasionally. Other 
teachers using flannel boards find frequent use for both com¬ 
mercial and teacher-made parts* In grade 4 children occa¬ 
sionally make their own parts for story-telling. 
Two teachers use the opaque projector occasionally. 
It has been demonstrated to the faculty and has been used in 
two classrooms with brief assistance from the coordinator. 
Although both of these teachers were very enthusiastic about 
this use, they have not yet come tc use It on their own. 
The older opaque projector with a lantern slide attach¬ 
ment is used occasionally by one teacher for lantern slide 
projection. The lantern slide kit Is used for production of 
class-made slides. 
In the kindergarten a record player which belongs to 
the teacher Is used a great deal to play recordings which are 
also her property* The school record player receives only 
occasional use. A scant number of 7®rp»i albums are currently 
available* Much use is made of this machine during the 
Christmas season. 
Five of the staff maintain large flat picture files, 
three of which are catalogued. A similar file in the office 
receives little or no use. A collection of nature pictures 
purchased from Perry Pictures is used very rarely; the quality 
of these pictures is very disappointing. 
Five teachers have 3?^ cameras which they use In 
their teaching, each possessing sets of slides tied in with 
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the curriculum# One teacher travels extensively and has 
slides and exhibit material which she loans freely# A slide- 
sound story on playground safety was made by the coordinator 
and her class. The taped narration was done by one of the 
children. 
About one field trip a year is taken by each class. 
These trips are always taken as part of the regular class work. 
They range from an hour’s visit to the local library or home 
of some local resource person to a day-long trip to Springfield 
Museum, Princeton Auto Museum, Old Sturbridge, or Yankee Atomic 
Electric Plant. In most cases the school bus is used for 
transportation, but private cars are used when a trip cannot 
be fitted into the bus schedule. Any admission charges are 
paid by the students; transportation is paid by school funds 
for short trips, but is shared by students and school funds 
for longer ones. 
The hall exhibit cases are assigned to each class for 
a two-week period; K-2 being responsible for one, 3-8 for the 
other. Outstanding work is now being done in this area. A 
general trend toward improvement has been shown during the 
past year in arranging the hall bulletin board which is 
assigned to each class for a period of one week. 
In grades 3-6 occasional use Is made of resource 
people. 
Outstanding work is being done in most classes with 
murals. In grade 6 pictorial and product maps are particularly 
well done. 
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A tape recorder, the personal property of one of the 
teachers, is used by that teacher occasionally. She has 
found frequent use to be too time-consuming and is working to 
overcome this difficulty. 
Five teachers have taken audiovisual courses; three 
at the University of Massachusetts, one a Boston University 
Extension Course, the other in Christian Education courses. 
Availability of Materials. In April the film cata¬ 
logue of the Western Massachusetts Educational Film Coopera¬ 
tive is circulated* Each teacher checks the films desired for 
the following year and state3 the date for each request* The 
audiovisual coordinator then makes up the film order for the 
school. When booking confirmations are received, each teacher 
is given a schedule of her films with the suggestion that 
these be entered on the appropriate page of her plan book. 
This method encourages and facilitates incorporating the film 
in the lesson plan* These films arrive by mail several days 
in advance of the request date, allowing ample time for pre¬ 
view and use* The number of Film Cooperative memberships Is 
determined by the number of films requested by the staff* 
Sixty films were borrowed during the past year; four member¬ 
ships were purchased at the cost of #1^0*00. 
The catalogue of the Massachusetts State Regional 
Library, Greenfield, is used in a like manner in September in 
ordering films from this source. There Is now a noticeable 
lack of sponsored films from this source, most having been 
replaced with many high quality educational films. Much stress 
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Is being placed on children’s literature, particularly for 
lower grades. Most of these films are available only during 
certain periods of time which is unfortunate. In the case of 
the literature films, however, these can be worked into the 
curriculum in a rather flexible manner. The films are borrowed 
for a twenty-four-hour period which makes previewing virtually 
impossible. There is no charge. Pickup and return must be 
taken care of by some member of the faculty. This is usually 
shared by the coordinator and the principal. Fifty films were 
borrowed from this source during the past year. 
A library of approximately 1$0 filmstrips is stored in 
a film rack in the supply room with teachers’ guides available 
for most. Three of the filmstrips are accompanied by disc 
recordings. The filmstrip catalogue has Just been revised. 
A copy will be distributed to each teacher in the fall. The 
filmstrips are arranged in the rack as they are listed in the 
catalogue. Neither the catalogue nor the above count includes 
filmstrips which are coordinated with the basic reading pro¬ 
gram in grades 1—i|_. These are kept in the classrooms. Film¬ 
strips are cleaned and checked each year by the coordinator. 
New filmstrips are purchased with money available from Title 
III, audiovisual budget, or school funds. A "preview before 
purchase" attitude is being fostered which will result in 
better quality films and more frequent use by the teachers. 
Disc recordings are available from the Massachusetts 
State Regional Library bookmobile for a loan period of five 
weeks. They may also be borrowed from the Greenfield Public 
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Library for a one-week period# These sources, however, are 
almost never used. Probably the main reason for this is that 
neither source ha3 a printed catalogue; thus the teachers are 
not aware of the material available. 
Scheduling of films and equipment is more or less 
flexible except on the day of the week when films are used 
from the Regional Library. As has been previously mentioned, 
the use of these Regional Library films is scheduled by the 
coordinator with the sixth grade student operator responsible 
for carrying out the schedule. Hotice of the arrival of films 
from the Cooperative is posted beside th© projection schedule 
sheet on the "workroom1* bulletin board. If the teachers 
involved do not request a showing date, the coordinator con¬ 
fers with them on this. Teachers are free to pick up film¬ 
strips at any time. This has never created any problem. 
Every two months each teacher is asked to check in a circulated 
catalogue the names of th9 filmstrips *diich she has used# At 
present a personal check with the coordinator on use of equip¬ 
ment seems to be all that is necessary to keep things running 
smoothly. 
Public Relations. Every week or two school news is 
sent to the local reporter for the Greenfield Recorder- 
Gazette. It is the aim of the principal and the audiovisual 
coordinator to inform the public through this medium of the 
us© of audiovisual materials and the way in which these mate¬ 
rials implement the curriculum. All teachers are encouraged 
to do this in reporting class news. 
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In his annual report to the Town of Bernards ton. 
Principal Hugh Hayden gives an account of the new audiovisual 
equipment which has been purchased during the year. He also 
notes any outstanding work done in this area. This is pub¬ 
lished in the Annual Report--Town of Bernardston, a copy of 
which is mailed to each household in the town where a 
registered voter resides. 
Generally, the faculty is responsible for one Parent- 
Teachers Association (PTA) program daring the year. This 
usually involves the use of audiovisual equipment, often with 
it playing a major role. 
Financial Support, A sum of $100 is allocated in the 
annual school budget for visual aids. Most of this is used 
for projector bulbs, summer servicing of 16mm projector, film¬ 
strips, and membership in the Western Massachusetts Educa¬ 
tional Film Cooperative, 
Each year the PTA plans to make some gift to the 
school. This sometimes is audiovisual equipment, but not often. 
School funds, a sum raised each year through a photog¬ 
raphy project, is used for the purchase of library books, 
audiovisual materials, and a program of entertainment, fre¬ 
quently a puppet show. 
Title III of the national Defense Education Act has 
been responsible for the tremendous progress made in the audio¬ 
visual program of the Bernards ton Elementary School in the 
past few years* Matching funds came from unexpended monies 
In the budget for the original Title III order. For subsequent 
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orders reimbursement from the previous order has been set 
aside for this purpose* 
Summary* Five years ago the audiovisual coordinator, 
then serving in an unofficial capacity, set a goal of twenty- 
four points to improve the audiovisual program at this school* 
All except seven of these have been realized along with other 
improvements not at that time considered. As has been men¬ 
tioned heretofore, much of this could not have been accom¬ 
plished in this period of time without the help of Title III 
funds* The progress shown in Bemardston where there is a 
moderate amount of leadership and of funds, a very cooperative 
principal, and a generally cooperative staff leads one to 
believe that with an audiovisual director and more readily 
available materials an outstanding audiovisual program would 
be soon in operation here. 
Following are objectives still to be accomplished: 
1. An inservice program should be instituted. This 
could be done as an Integral part of teachers1 meetings, and 
as workshops or demonstrations conducted by members of the 
staff or by resource people. 
2. Tackboard installed above, below, and on each side of 
chalkboard except in the kindergarten. 
3* A more suitable workroom for teachers for producing 
audiovisual materials, previewing films, and selecting mate¬ 
rials. 
!;.• Electrical outlets in exhibit cases. 
5* An annotated list of resource people should be 
n 
compiled* 
6. An annotated list of suitable areas for field trips 
should be made. Field trips should not be a once-a-year 
affair. 
7* Some of the open shelf space under display area in 
classrooms should be made into large drawers or cupboards for 
the storing of charts, large pictures, exhibit material, etc. 
0111 Elementary School 
The Town of 0111, with a population of about 1,100, 
has an elementary school located four miles south of Pioneer 
Valley Begional School. This town is not a member of the 
Pioneer Valley Regional School District. 0111 high school 
students are sent to Turners Falls high school on a tuition 
basis. The Dili school is a 1-8 elementary school; it has 
no kindergarten. There were two sixth grades this past year. 
Three of the grades are housed in a school building at River¬ 
side three miles to the southwest of the main school. 
The desirability of a regular Junior high school edu¬ 
cation for grades 7 and 8 is receiving much consideration 
recently from the townspeople. It is also deemed by some 
unwise for junior high and elementary pupils to be so closely 
associated. Much research and discussion is taking place con¬ 
cerning the future of grades 7 and 8. For the next year they 
will remain in Dili with two seventh grades. Three future 
possible alternatives present themselves: (1) to leave the 
seventh and eighth grade classes in the elementary school; 
(2) to send the seventh and eighth grade pupils to Turners 
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Palls (where facilities are not up to modern standards)* and 
(3) to Join the Pioneer Valley Regional School District, thus 
enrolling grades 7-12 at Pioneer Valley Regional School* The 
latter would seem the logical move. However, the town of Gill 
t 
is geographically divided into three sections: Mt. Hermon, 
Gill Center, and Riverside* There is much friction among 
t 
theso factions and a decision will not come easily* 
The Gill Elementary School is a brick building opened 
for use in 195&« It is attractively situated on a knoll off 
a highway which carries a minimum amount of traffic. The 
Riverside School, where grades 3* 4* 5 are located, is on 
* 
the Prench King Highway In the Riverside area. It is a wooden 
building, having been constructed in 1930. 
The total pupil enrollment is approximately 225* The 
average class load is twenty-five to thirty. School hours are 
8:15 a.m. to 2:45 p*m* The early starting hour has evolved 
because most of the buses have arrived by that time, and this 
plan does not leave just one teacher with early morning super¬ 
vision of a major portion of the enrollment. Ninety-eight per 
cent of the children are transported by bus. 
There are nine teachers, with the eighth grade teacher 
serving as teaching principal. The principal describes him¬ 
self as "primarily a book man," feeling little need for audio¬ 
visual materials. 
Building Pacllitles. (Gill Elementary School Build¬ 
ing) All rooms are located on one level. There are six class¬ 
rooms, teachers’ room, principal’s office which is equipped 
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for health room If necessary, all-purpose room, end kitchen. 
The cafeteria is part of the all-purpose room. 
All classrooms are illuminated with fluorescent 
lights, incandescent being used in the all-purpose room* One 
duplex electrical outlet is to be found at the front, back, 
and inside wall of each classroom* 
Ventilation and heating are by univents. 
Floor covering is asphalt tile. 
Each room has a teacher*s closet with ample storage 
space. Also in each classroom is a two-drawer metal filing 
cabinet and a built-in bookcase. 
There is a ten-foot masonite chalkboard at the front 
and at the rear of each classroom* Tackboards are to be found 
on all wall space not used for other purposes allowing a very 
ample area. 
The outside wall of each room might be termed a window 
wall since the windows extend from the ceiling to the floor. 
Pull shades allow for glare control, but since they are light 
colored, they do not permit darkening for projection except on 
very dull days. Teal blue plastic drapes on traverse rods 
are used for darkening the all-purpose room. 
Each classroom contains a sink with counter space. A 
cabinet is built under the sink; open shelves are under the 
counter area. 
A large exhibit case in the hallway is lighted by 
fluorescent strips at each side. Each teacher is responsible 
for arranging this for two-week periods. 
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A telephone (NET&T) is located in the principal’s 
office* 
Inventory of Audiovisual Equipment* All equipment is 
in good condition. 
Make Model Location 
l6smm projector 
RCA Junior mi-345-b Supply Room 
Filmstrip & 2x2 slide 
Viewlex V-22C Supply Room 
Opaque Projector 
Beseler Vu-Lyto II Supply Room 
Record Player, VM Stereo, 357 Teachers’ Room 
Projection Table Wheel-lt Supply Room 
Screens 
Radiant, wall 70x?0-inch All-purpose 
Portable wall Room 
Flannel Boards (2) Grades 1 & 2 
Globes, 16-inch (2) 
Spirit Duplicator 
Paper cutter, large 
Maps—Principal1s reply: “We are adequately mapped*” 
(Riverside Building) On the main floor of this build¬ 
ing are three classrooms, a sizable room used as a library and 
teachers1 room, and several small utility rooms* A basement 
room is used as a cafeteria, the meals being cooked at the 
Gill School and transported here* 
The building has been refurbished to an extent. Two 
of the rooms have modem moveable furniture and the steam¬ 
heating plant is controlled by a thermostat* Each classroom 
is illuminated by fluorescent lights, the two rows of fixtures 
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being of the egg-crate type. 
Floors are of wood, treated with a light colored 
floor sealer. 
Four large windows in each classroom furnish a south¬ 
west exposure with a view of the Connecticut River. Light- 
colored shades are to be found in two rooms, dark-colored in 
the other. There are also dark shades at the windows of the 
library. Chalkboards cover all available wall space. A one- 
foot strip of tackboard is provided above the chalkboard at 
the front and back of each room. 
Ample storage space can be found throughout the build¬ 
ing, although the classrooms have only limited space for this 
purpose. Only two two-drawer metal filing cabinets are pro¬ 
vided. The third classroom not having been used since the 
Gill School was constructed until last year does not contain 
a filing cabinet. 
A telephone (NET&T) is located in the library. 
Inventory. 
Make Model Location 
Record Player, VM, Stereo 357 Library 
Screen, Radiant, 60x60 Tripod Library 
Spirit Duplicator, Standard Rocket Library 
Globe, 18-inch Old 
Maps (2 racks)—19I4.9 A. Nystrom & Co. 
Africa 
North America 
South America 
Europe 
Asia 
Geography Terms—1959 
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Curriculum. The principal reports that the curriculum 
is greatly influenced by the teachers* choices and abilities, 
but that it is definitely geared to the Massachusetts Curricu¬ 
lum Guide* Textbooks also have some bearing on the program# 
Weekly teachers* meetings do much to keep the teachers 
informed as to what is being done in other grades# The fact 
that the majority of the teachers have been in the school 
system over a long period of time is noted by the principal as 
being an outstanding factor in making the teachers aware of 
what goes on in the other grades. 
Extent of Use of Available Materials. The principal 
felt that It was unnecessary to have teachers fill out audio¬ 
visual questionnaires because of the infrequent use given 
audiovisual materials in the building. Only a few 16mm movies 
were used, and these were for large group showing. They were 
described as having been used mostly for "entertainment with 
a design,” but 20 per cent of then for teaching purposes. 
The filmstrip library is very small. 
The opaque projector is used infrequently. 
The music supervisor (Union employed) insists that the 
stereophonic record player be used with the greatest of care, 
and her wishes are respected. The first and second grade 
teachers have their own record players which they use fre¬ 
quently. 
First and second grade teachers also use flannel 
boards frequently. 
The music supervisor took the seventh and eighth 
So 
grades to Springfield to a concert. She was gratified with 
the trip feeling that the children had gained from it in many 
ways. The seventh grade visited a paper mill in Turners Falls 
and took several nature trips in the area in correlation with 
the science program. The bus transportation for the Spring- 
field trip was paid by the school committee. Children paid 
their own admission. The trip to the paper mill was *>y 
private cars. 
The all-purpose room is not readily available for pro¬ 
jection purposes because of its use as a cafeteria. Its use 
is generally limited to the early morning. Teachers attempt¬ 
ing to use their own rooms for projection have been dissatis¬ 
fied with the results. 
Grade 7 uses 2x2 slides. 
Public Relations. Weekly news sent to the office by 
each teacher Is forwarded to the local correspondent of the 
Greenfield Recorder-Gazette. 
A Parent Teacher Organisation (PTO) holds monthly 
meetings at the Gill School. Attendance Is reported as good. 
A program of parent conferences Is held one evening 
in the fall to orient the parents to the classes which their 
children are attending and to let them know what is expected 
of the child on his particular grade level. Another such pro¬ 
gram Is slated for spring to note progress, etc. 
During the past winter the eighth grade teacher con¬ 
ducted tutoring sessions for eighth grade pupils, mostly in 
mathematics and English. Eight classes were held from 7 p«nw 
to 9 p»m# Each child was required to he accompanied by at 
least one of his parents# 
Financial Support. No provision Is made In the budget 
for audiovisual materials# Title III funds have been used for 
this purpose to some extent (opaque projector and portable 
wall screens). 
Summary# An inservice program is needed here. As far 
as was determined, the seventh grade teacher is the only 
teacher who has had an audiovisual course. The principal* s 
only reply to an inquiry concerning this matter was, "Why do 
you ask if teachers have had audiovisual courses? I can train 
a sixth grader to operate a projector in a matter of a few 
minutes*” 
Means of darkening rooms for projection should be 
developed. 
Leyden Elementary School 
Leyden, a town of a population of if.00, is located high 
in the hills about twelve miles west of Pioneer Valley Regional 
School# Here is a two-room elementary school of wood con¬ 
struction, modem in design, painted bright red. This was 
opened in 1951 replacing several one-room structures. It is 
situated about a mile from the center of the village on the 
highway, but away from all dwellings# There is no traffic 
problem. A large play area adjoins the school# 
Forty-five children are enrolled; twenty-five in grades 
1-3, nineteen in grades lj-6# Ninety-five per cent of these are 
bus pupils. Classes begin at 8*45 a#ra# and end at 2:1^5 p*m# 
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The tipper grad© teacher is in charge. 
Leyden is not an original member of the Pioneer Valley 
Regional School District. Its students attended Pioneer Val¬ 
ley Regional School on a tuition basis until 1962 when the 
town voted to Join the Regional School District and was accepted 
by the Regional District School Committee. 
Building Facilities. Two classrooms, a cafeteria, and 
a combination teachers1 and nurse* s room comprise the main 
floor of this building. A boiler room is on a lower level, 
and above the classrooms some storage area is provided. 
Each classroom is lighted by nine double-strip fluores¬ 
cent fixtures. Windows are on the east wall. A narrow window 
area runs across the west wall just below the ceiling. In the 
upper grade room light control is provided by teal blue plas¬ 
tic drapes on traverse rods. There is no light control in the 
other classroom. 
A duplex electrical outlet is at the front and side 
of each classroom. Ventilation is provided by univents. 
There is hot water heat. Floor covering is asphalt tile. 
The ceilings are acoustically treated. 
Each room contains moveable furniture. 
Chalkboards at the front of the classrooms are black 
slate. The bulletin board area is on the side wall. There 
Is a bulletin board in the entrance hall. 
Open shelves sure provided for library materials in 
each room. There is inadequate provision for displaying 
exhibit material in the lower grade room. A drop shelf has 
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been constructed for this purpose in the upper grade roan. 
Each room has a storage closet, but the storage of 
audiovisual equipment in the upper grade closet makes for 
overcrowding and inconvenience. Book storage is provided in 
the area above the classrooms. There is no filing cabinet in 
the building. Telephone is in the teachers’ room. 
Inventory of Audiovisual Equipment. All material is 
in good condition. 
Make Model Location 
l6mm projector, RCA M1-130S-1 Upper Grade Closet 
Filmstrip projector, SVE AAA Upper Grade Closet 
Opaque projector 
Beseler Vu-Lyte II Teachers’ Room 
Screens 
Da-Lite, lj.Oxli.0 
Draper, 70x70 
Tripod 
Wall 
Upper Grade Closet 
Upper Grade 
Microphone, Astatic JT30 Teachers’ Room 
Record Player, VM 156 Teachers' Room 
Bioscope Triple X Upper Grade 
Planetarium, Spitz Junior Upper Grade Closet 
Globes 
16-ineh 
18-inch, Inflatable 
1956 
1961 
Upper Grade 
Upper Grade 
Maps, Dennoyer 
Geographical terms 
North America 
South America 
United States 
1958 Upper Grade 
World Map, Nystrom 1959 
Fluid Duplicator 
Standard swa 54477 Teachers' Room 
Projection Stand Teachers’ Room 
Zk 
Make Model Location 
Flannel Boards (2) Classrooms 
Lower Grade 
Lower Grade 
Upper Grade 
Laboratory 
Counting Frame 
Alpha Answer Board 
Portable Science Laboratory 
Science Kit S5250 
Paper Cutters, one large, one small 
Curriculum, As In other schools of the School Union, 
the curriculum is determined to a large extent by textbooks. 
Pupil and teacher interests also are factors. 
Extent of Use of Available Materials and Techniques 
Employed* The upper grade teacher in Leyden feels that exten¬ 
sive use of audiovisual materials is essential to maintain the 
interest of both the teacher and the pupils who are together 
here for a three-year period. However, she has not been suc¬ 
cessful in convincing her co-worker of this fact. Little use 
is made of audiovisual equipment in the lower grades even with 
the offer of assistance in operating the machines. Occasion¬ 
ally these younger children are invited into the upper grade 
room to view a film. 
In the upper grades a well-planned program is executed. 
Approximately thirty 16mm films were used during the past year. 
These were obtained from the Massachusetts State Regional 
Library in Greenfield and from the Ladd Visual Service Company 
of Boston. All films were free rental films. Postage both 
ways must be paid on the Ladd films. Although the teacher 
pays this from her own money, she feels that the school 
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committee would probably take car© of it if she remembered to 
ask for the funds. As has been mentioned, the Regional Library 
films are available for only twenty-four hours and must be 
picked up in Greenfield. This the teacher does herself. Any 
films which are available for more than one day are previewed. 
The films are introduced and followed up in a wide variety of 
ways. 
A library of forty filmstrips has been built up through 
the use of childrens funds, PTO donations, and free filmstrips. 
They are not catalogued. Most of these filmstrips were used 
during the past year. 
The record player is used frequently for music appre¬ 
ciation and dancing. With the use of the microphone which was 
purchased to be used with the record, player, a weekly radio 
program is presented. 
Two field trips were taken, both of which were nature 
trips in the vicinity of the school. 
This upper grade teacher maintains a flat picture file 
which was at one time well-catalogued but is presently in need 
of attention along this line. She has a 33mm camera which she 
uses for school purposes and has a newly acquired Polaroid 
camera which she plans to use for school as soon as she becomes 
sufficiently acquainted with it. 
The bioscope sees frequent use. There are a few per¬ 
manent slides, but greater value is received from temporary 
slides which are made by pupils and teacher. 
The planetarium which the children purchased can be 
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operated successfully only under blackout conditions. Although 
the children are extremely pleased with the device, they have 
been able to use it only during night programs. 
The opaque projector is used frequently in the upper 
grades• 
Instruction in the use of new audiovisual equipment is 
furnished by the superintendent and/or salesmen from whom the 
equipment is purchased. 
Projects during the year have included dioramas, 
exhibits, and murals. A roller movie was constructed, and a 
puppet show was presented using hand puppets which the children 
made. 
Public Relations. Activities noted above are reported 
in the Greenfield Recorder-Gazette. 
An account of new equipment acquired is published each 
year in the Annual Report—Town of Leyden. This information 
is contained in the report of the Superintendent of Schools* 
Financial Support. Ho provision is made in the school 
budget for audiovisual needs* However, the school committee 
does make some expenditures for such needs. 
The Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) has been very 
generous in its donations* The record player was a gift from 
this group. 
Funds raised by the upper grade children from the sale 
of magazines have accounted for several major purchases* 
light-control drapes (a small deficit being met by the school 
committee), the bioscope, and the planetarium* 
/ 
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Title III funds have been used during the past*several 
years for the purchase of science material and audiovisual 
equipment* 
Summary* The upper grade teacher in this town is 
teaching with the use of varied media. The enrichment which 
she incorporates into her curriculum through the use of audio¬ 
visual materials is invaluable in a school of this type* The 
school committee should be influenced to include a budget item 
for audiovisual materials to encourage her in her work* 
More bulletin board and more chalkboard area could be 
used in each room because of the multigrade character of the 
classes* 
A filing cabinet is needed* The nurse must interrupt 
the upper grade class to obtain her records* This could be 
used to advantage by nurse and teachers alike if placed in 
the teachers1 room* 
An inservice program for school union teachers might 
tend to start the lower grade teacher using the materials at 
her disposal* Some outside help is obviously required* It is 
interesting to note that the teacher who is doing such a fine 
Job, having received a 196h award for excellence in teaching, 
considers one of her greatest needs to be a course in the use 
of audiovisual materials in teaching* 
Northfield Elementary School 
The Northfield Center School is two miles east of 
Pioneer Valley Regional School on Main Street in Northfield. 
The town has a population of approximately 2,1^00* The main 
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building dates from September 19lA« In 1957# with the opening 
of the regional high school, the building next door which had 
served as a high school was made available for elementary use# 
This building had been erected in 1907# Both buildings are 
of brick construction# 
Classes begin at 9 a.m# and go to 3*15 p#m# There is 
an enrollment of 3Jj.8, making an average class load of twenty- 
seven pupils. Approximately 75 per cent of the students are 
transported by bus. There are six grades with two classes of 
each grade and one two-session kindergarten. The faculty con¬ 
sists of thirteen teachers and a supervising principal. There 
is no one in charge of audiovisual planning. 
Building Facilities. The main building contains eight 
classrooms, principals office, teachers* room, and cafeteria. 
Three of the classrooms and the cafeteria are basement rooms, 
this being ground level at the rear of the building. The 
annex houses a large double room (assembly room) and five 
classrooms, one of which is a small basement room. There is 
a nurse * a room in each building. 
The assembly room can be darkened by use of dazk pull 
shades# In each classroom are light-colored pull shades which 
provide only enough light control for projection on dull days. 
The cafeteria is also used for projection purposes, but the 
hours which can be scheduled are very limited. 
Illumination is provided by incandescent lights, six 
in each main building classroom, producing 2I4.OO watts, four 
in each annex classroom producing 2000 watts# There are two 
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duplex electrical outlets in each classroom* These are 
located on the front and rear walls in the main building, on 
the front and side in the annex. 
Tiie buildings are steam-heated. 'Univents in the 
classrooms of the main building care for both heating and 
ventilation. In the annex each room contains a uni vent and 
a radiator for heating. Here operation is manual, in the 
main building it is themos tat ic ally controlled. 
The floors of both buildings are of wood except on the 
lower level where rubber tile has been used. 
There are no built-in display areas in the classrooms; 
however, large tables in each roam may be used for this pur¬ 
pose if desired. Built-in bookcases are located in main 
building classrooms, while portable bookcases are provided in 
annex classrooms. Tackboards cover one side wall of each 
classroom. These are cork with a muslin covering. In the 
hallway of the main building is a large glass exhibit case. 
It is provided with movable glass shelves and is illuminated 
by fluorescent strips at the top and at each side. The 
arrangements are assigned weekly. 
Chalkboards are of black slate. In the main building 
they are to be found at the front of the room. In the annex 
there is a ten-foot chalkboard at the front of the room and 
an eight-foot piece at the side, 
A telephone (NET&T) is located in the principal*s 
office with an extension in the nurse* s room in the annex. 
Curriculum. The curriculum in the Northfield Center 
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School Is determined very loosely by the Massachusetts State 
Course of Study. Probably the greatest influence on the cur¬ 
riculum is that of the textbooks in use# 
Inventory of Audiovisual Equipment# All material is 
in good condition. 
Make Model Location 
16mm projector, RCA Mi-1345-c Principals Office 
Filmstrip & 2x2 slide 
projector, Viewlex V-22C Bookroom 
Opaque Projector 
Beseler Vu-Lyte II Bookroom 
Tape Recorder, Revere T-1100 Bookroom 
Screens 
Wall, glass bead, 96x108 
Wall, glass bead, 96x108 
Draper V, 48x60 (8) 
Tripod, Radiant, 148x60 
Cafeteria 
All-purpose Room 
Classrooms 
Bookroom 
Flannel Boards (10) Classrooms 
Globes 
Ik-inch (2) 
lo-inch. Inflatable (6) 1961 
Maps 
The whole building has been 
social studies series—1963. 
remapped to 
» 
go with the new 
Spirit Duplicator 
Rocket 
Ditto (fair condition) 
Office 
Annex 
Paper cutters 
18x18 (2) 
12x12(1) 
Projection Stands (2) 
Record Players (portable) 
Steelman 
Magn&vox 
RCA 
3-speed 
3-speed 
3-speed 
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Make Model Location 
E-Z Viewer, Graflex 79 Office 
Junior Science Kits (I4.) 
Availability of Materials* Pew, if any, l6mm films 
are now ordered from the Massachusetts State Regional Library 
in Greenfield because of the inconvenience of pickup with 
twenty-four-hour return# A few sponsored films are ordered 
from various places* One of the teachers is able to borrow 
films from Keene (New Hampshire) Teachers College* These are 
primarily films sponsored by the Bell Telephone Company. 
One hundred new filmstrips have been added to the film¬ 
strip library through the use of Title III funds* Prior to 
this purchase the library consisted of about thirty-seven film¬ 
strips, most of these free accumulations, some quite old* 
These filmstrips have just been catalogued* Lists will be 
available for teachers in the fall* 
Many tapes are now available for the tape recorder* 
No commercial tapes are used* 
Numerous disc recordings have been purchased. Those 
now on hand are primarily 33rpm* 
Although there are three record players on hand, this 
apparently is not sufficient* Because of these being fre¬ 
quently unavailable, several teachers use their own equipment 
and recordings* 
Extent of Use of Available Materials and Techniques 
Employed* Of the thirteen questionnaires distributed to the 
teachers, nine were returned* It is to be assumed, according 
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to the principal, that those who did not make returns had 
nothing to report. 
The large majority of teachers used no 16m films. 
The six or seven used were the above-mentioned from Keene. 
One teacher previewed the films* These were introduced to the 
class with a follow-up after viewing. They were all tied in 
with the curriculum, but the lesson was not always a current 
one. Several years ago forty-two films were shown. The 
explanation for this dropping off is that the several people 
who were enthusiastic have become discouraged with trying to 
secure films and with the difficulties encountered in projec¬ 
tion. Lack of darkout curtains in the classrooms makes pro¬ 
jection here impractical. The cafeteria is not available 
until 2:30 p.m. The assembly room is used for so many things 
by so many classes that it is not readily available. The pro¬ 
jector must be carried from one building to the other. 
About twenty-eight filmstrips were used, representing 
six teachers. Projection problems were also the reasons 
stated for this low figure. 
Five teachers reported using the flannel board fre¬ 
quently, Pieces used were both commercial and teacher-made, 
tflne teachers maintain flat picture files, five of which are 
catalogued. 
The record player is used frequently by two, occasion¬ 
ally by seven and never by one of the reporting teachers. 
Five teachers took their classes on field trips, some 
groups making several trips* Places visited were Old Deerfield, 
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Arcadia, Northfield Library and Museum, and Boston# Trans¬ 
portation, whore necessary, was usually by bus and was 
financed by school funds# The sixth grade Boston trip was 
financed by money raised by the children themselves from vari¬ 
ous projects. Transportation was by bus. 
Three teachers have cameras which they use for 
school purposes. 
Only four teachers have had an audiovisual course* 
All teachers are instructed in the use of equipment 
when it is acquired. An audiovisual crew of four sixth grade 
boys has been trained to set up the 16mm projector# They do 
not operate it# 
The walls of the cafeteria are used for displaying 
art work, graphs, and special projects. 
Public Relations. Any outstanding, newsworthy occur¬ 
rences are published in the Greenfield Recorder-Gazette# The 
principal has served as program chairman of the PTA. 
Financial Support. Until the advent of Title III 
funds all audiovisual equipment and materials were purchased 
with money from the regular budget. However, no specific 
amount is budgeted for this purpose. Title III funds are 
being used for the purchase of science materials, filmstrips, 
and some audiovisual equipment. 
Summary. Results of the questionnaire to teachers 
show that one of the teachers feels a particular need and 
desire for the services of a director to organize and plan an 
audiovisual program for the Northfield Elementary School. 
Another teacher would like to take an audiovisual course# 
Lack of availability of 16mm films, lack of darkout curtains 
in the classrooms, and inconvenience in securing machines and 
projection rooms were scored by most teachers. A conversation 
with one teacher who did not answer the questionnaire showed 
that she had very little conception of the use or even the 
nature of the presently available materials. 
Warwick Elementary School 
Warwick Elementary School is a three-cl ass room build¬ 
ing, the third room being a recent addition required by an 
Increase in enrollment* However, during the past year the 
enrollment has again dropped, making it advisable to operate 
with two classrooms. The building is of wood construction and 
is located in the center of town on a knoll above Intersecting 
highways* There is only a light amount of traffic. A large 
playground is at the rear of the building. 
There is an enrollment of fifty pupils, 80 per cent 
of whom are bus pupils* School hours are 9 a.ra* to 3*30 p*m* 
The upper grade teacher is in charge* 
Warwick has a population of l|59* The school is about 
ten miles east of the Pioneer Valley Regional High School. 
Building Facilities. On the main floor are two class¬ 
rooms, a classroom between these two presently being used as 
an all-purpose room, a supply closet, and an entrance hall* 
In the basement is a kitchen and a room which is used as a 
cafeteria, auditorium, and gymnasium* This room is constructed 
on a split level, the recent addition having been excavated 
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more deeply than the original structure# This allows the 
higher level to be used as a stage* Stage curtains have been 
Installed# 
Toilet rooms are in the basement. Sinks and drinking 
fountains are In two classrooms# There is no teachers1 room 
or nurse*s room# A toilet for teachers is located in an 
alcove off the entrance hall. Another alcove off this area 
affords storage space for some audiovisual equipment# 
The new room which houses grades 1-3 has windows on 
both the north and south walls# Light-colored pull shades are 
provided on the south windows only# The all-purpose room has 
windows on the south wall, while the room housing grades lp-6 
has south windows and a row of windows high on the west wall 
over the chalkboards# All these windows are provided with 
light-colored pull shades# The basement room can be darkened 
by means of dark pull shades# Teal-colored plastic drapes on 
traverse rods have been ordered for the all-purpose room, as 
has a 70x70 Draper Wall Screen. 
Illumination is by means of incandescent lights. One 
duplex electrical outlet is to be found in each of the older 
rooms, while three are provided in the new room. 
Ventilation is by univents* 
Floor covering in the new room is asphalt tile; it is 
wood in the others* Adequate open shelving allows for storage 
and display area in all rooms. A four-drawer wooden filing 
cabinet is located in the upper grade room. 
Chalkboards of black slate are at the front and on 
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the sidewall of the two older rooms. Tackboards in these 
rooms are very small and are inconveniently located. The 
newer room has a chalkboard of green masonite at the front of 
the room. A large tackboard area is provided in this room. 
Walls in the hall are used for displaying material. 
This hall area is the location of the spirit duplicator since 
no workroom is provided for teachers. The telephone (HET&T) 
is located in the kitchen! it is an eight-party line. 
Inventory. All material is in good condition unless 
otherwise stated. 
Make Model Location 
Filmstrip projector, SVE F (fair eondi- Alcove 
tlon) 
Record Player, Birch 825 Supply Closet 
Spirit Duplicator, 
Rex-0-Graph Hallway 
Globes (2) 1959 Classrooms 
18-inch, inflatable plastic 
Maps (wall) 
Dennoyer-Geppert All 1963 Upper Grade 
Geographical, terms 
World 
Worth America 
South America 
United States 
Availability and Use of Materials. An old 16mm pro¬ 
jector owned by the town is now kept at the school. This is 
not in good condition. However, the teachers were able to 
make use of it during the year* Films were ordered from the 
Massachusetts State Regional Library at Greenfield for the 
year. An effort was made by the teacher who resides in Green¬ 
field to pick up and return these films each week. This proved 
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to b© a monumental task since a distance of almost twenty-five 
miles separates the two towns, finding a parking space is dif¬ 
ficult, and the library closes at 5> p.m. However, about 
twenty-four films were used at the school* Inhere was no pre¬ 
viewing of films; however, the teachers were familiar with 
many of the films which they were using and were able to 
introduce these to the classes successfully* They were always 
followed up with discussion and were either correlated with 
the current lesson or ones previously taught. 
A modest start was made on a filmstrip library this 
year with the purchase of twelve science filmstrips* The 
principal, having previously taught in Northfield and being a 
resident of that town, was able to borrow filmstrips from the 
Northfield Elementary School. A total of fifty-four filmstrips 
were used. 
Each teacher has a flannel board which saw frequent 
use. 
Although, there are no disc recordings, the record 
player was used occasionally with recordings brought in by 
the children or borrowed from the Northfield School. 
The principal used his 8mm movie earners, to record 
softball games and several plays which were presented. Slides 
(2x2) of Japan and North Africa were borrowed. 
Neither of these teachers has had audiovisual train¬ 
ing. 
Financial Support. Until the advent of the Title III 
program, little was done by the Warwick School Board to supply 
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their school with audiovisual mate rials or equipment. There 
now is some thought being given to this matter. 
The FTA is reported to have a comfortable balance in 
their treasury even after having bought playground equipment* 
With a little encouragement, this might be used to increase 
the filmstrip library or provide funds for film rentals. 
Summary. Much progress in the use of audiovisual 
materials has been made in the Warwick School in the past 
several years. Until recently the attitude had been that with 
more than one grade to teach, there was no time for using 
these materials. The availability of an all-purpose room for 
projection purposes will do much to foster the use of equip¬ 
ment. A l6mm projector should be purchased by the school com¬ 
mittee. A new filmstrip projector is also needed. 
CHAPTER V 
PLAN OF ACTION 
‘ i 
*» 
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CHAPTER Y 
PLAN OF ACTION 
Is the establishment of an audiovisual program for 
Pioneer Valley Regional School and the elementary schools of 
Union #18 feasible? The results of this study show that such 
a program can and should be organised. It is recommended to 
the Superintendent of the Pioneer Valley Regional School Dis¬ 
trict and of School Union #18 that he Introduce an audio¬ 
visual program within the schools under his administration. 
The majority of the elementary school principals of 
Union #18 are eager for direction and guidance in the pursuit 
of an effective audiovisual program for their schools. They 
are concerned with the lack of availability of Instructional 
materials and equipment; even more concern is felt for lack 
of facilities in many buildings for the proper use of mate¬ 
rials and equipment on hand. This feeling is shared by 
enough teachers on both the elementary and secondary levels 
to make It a prime factor for success in the establishment 
of an audiovisual program. 
The school committees in this area are interested in 
keeping their "plants” up-to-date. The superintendent must 
educate them to the fact that the proper use of instructional 
materials is a pertinent element in maintaining this goal. 
A cooperative effort to establish an audiovisual program will 
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require careful organizational and financial planning, A 
finance and policy committee consisting of representatives 
from all towns involved should be organized to facilitate such 
planning. 
The public, too, must be made aware of this lack which 
exists in their schools and must be educated to the fact that 
plans for incorporating new techniques into the curriculum of 
the schools are necessary in order to give their children the 
advantages of advances being made in modern education. 
Brickell states that parents and citizen groups in most com¬ 
munities do not exert a direct influence on instructional inno- 
1 
vation, but if exerted, their influence is decisive. 
Only the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District has 
an audiovisual program for the regional school and the ele¬ 
mentary schools which are under the same administration. Mr. 
Bruce Oldershaw, full-time audiovisual director for this pro¬ 
gram, is most enthusiastic concerning the regional school dis¬ 
trict as a base for an audiovisual program. Amherst is clas¬ 
sified by the federal government as an impacted area; therefore, 
the town receives federal funds for its education program 
under the Impacted Area Act (Public Law 874). These federal 
funds in addition to NDEA funds are responsible to a large 
extent for the well-planned and very successful audiovisual 
program of the Amherst-Pelham Regional School District. How¬ 
ever, Mr. Oldershaw feels that NDEA funds alone allow enough 
•^"Brickell in the Vernacular,” Audiovisual Instruc¬ 
tion, 8:384# June 1963# 
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added financial support for the operation of audiovisual pro¬ 
grams of at least minimum proportion in regional school dis¬ 
tricts* 
As has been noted in Chapter I, state aid has been 
granted to regional schools and school unions in the Common¬ 
wealth of Massachusetts for various purposes for the promoting 
of the equalization of educational opportunities in the public 
schools. It must now be brought to the attention of the 
Massachusetts legislators that without support for an effi¬ 
cient audiovisual program in these schools this goal is not 
being attained* Financial, aid from the state could be a vital 
factor in bringing the instructional programs in the regional 
school districts and the school unions of the Commonwealth in 
line with those programs being carried out most effectively 
throughout the country* 
With the proper climate established by the foregoing 
activities, a full-time audiovisual specialist should be 
hired. (Chapter II, pages 16-17# suggests qualifications*) 
The salary of this director will be determined in a manner 
comparable to that of the music and art supervisors. These 
people are employed by the regional school as instructors and 
by each of the five towns mentioned in this report in super¬ 
visory capacities. Following this appointment the director, 
together with the administrators and the finance and policy 
committee, will proceed to formulate immediate and long-range 
plans for a cooperative audiovisual program for the Pioneer 
Valley Regional School and the elementary schools of the 
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towns of Bernards ton. Gill, Leyden, Northfield, and Warwick. 
In accordance with the findings of this study, the 
procedure should be as follows: 
1. All school buildings should be provided with the 
facilities necessary to permit the use of presently available 
equipment and materials. In the areas where darkening of all 
classrooms immediately would create a financial strain, some 
method of rendering the present pull shades opaque, such as 
^ ^ * 2 
the use of rubber base paint, should be used temporarily as 
the classrooms are supplied with light control devices on a 
long-range basis. 
2. Good equipment for the projection of films and film¬ 
strips is available in almost every building. These machines 
should be purchased for buildings where they are lacking. 
Each school owns a recently acquired opaque projector. Tape 
recorders and overhead projectors should enter into long- 
range plans* 
3* Each school should be encouraged to maintain its own 
filmstrip library. Most schools have a start, but these 
libraries must be kept at a level to adequately meet the needs 
of the curriculum. 
4* An initial library of l6mm films should be purchased 
for elementary school use. Some of these should also be 
suitable for Junior high school use. The Amherst-Pelham 
Regional School District has found the Coronet Five-Year 
2James M. Parsons, HRoll-on Light Control,” Audio¬ 
visual Instruction, 8:700, November 19&3« 
Rental Plan very successful. Wellesley Public Schools also 
report this purchase plan to be a realistic basis for a 16mm 
3 
film library. 
5. An audiovisual center should be set up in the audio¬ 
visual room at Pioneer Valley Regional School, The space here 
is very limited and with the growth of the program would soon 
be unsuitable. An addition to PVRS in the not-too-distant 
future is inevitable. Incorporated in such an addition should 
be a well-planned audiovisual center designed to meet the 
needs of the area schools. 
6. Clerical help at first might be student help. But as 
the program grows an experienced clerk should be employed to 
keep things running efficiently* 
7« Pickup and delivery of films and materials should be 
arranged by school buses with the proper coordination at both 
the audiovisual center and the receiving school. This would 
not be ideal* but it could conceivably be a start since all 
schools have at least one bus which runs to Pioneer at an 
earlier hour than to the school* 
8. A coordinator should be chosen in each school to 
assist teachers of that building in using the audiovisual 
equipment and materials* This person will maintain an effec¬ 
tive liaison between the teachers of the building and the 
audiovisual center* As was noted in Chapter II* this person 
3stacy L* Bragdon* "The Basic Essentials for a Good 
Audio-Visual Program**1' Massachusetts Teacher. XLII:9p 
December 1962* 
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should be the principal or a person chosen by the principal. 
In cases where there is a teaching principal, it is advisable 
that the coordinator be an interested teacher. 
9. The most necessary and vital part of this program will 
be inservice training. Only fifteen of the sixty-four teach¬ 
ers report having had audiovisual training. These fifteen 
would be the first to admit the need for up-dating their 
information. Many of those who have had no training have 
expressed a desire for such an opportunity; others will require 
help in discovering their needs. This training program should 
constitute three phases: work on the district level, work 
with separate schools, and help for individual teachers. It 
must be a continual process. 
10. For efficiency and growth of the program a system¬ 
atic evaluation at all levels must be another process Tdiich 
is carried on continually. 
11. When a blueprint of the director^ plans for action 
has been completed, a budget must be set up which will ade¬ 
quately meet the needs of the plan. 
Close cooperation between the director, school admin¬ 
istrators, and building coordinators will make for a success¬ 
ful launching of this new audiovisual program. The Interest 
of the teachers and the satisfaction which they will find in 
being able to use the most effective means available to make 
learning vital, constructive, and thorough will furnish the 
necessary impetus to keep the program flourishing. 
This study has shown that cooperative audiovisual pro- 
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grams throughout the country are being successful in providing 
children with improved instruction through the knowledgeable 
use of the most appropriate instructional materials. In 
regional school districts (and elementary schools under the 
same administration) in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
audiovisual programs are yet only partially developed frag¬ 
ments of the full-scale organizations needed in these areas. 
The Amlierst-Pelham Regional School District audiovisual pro¬ 
gram is a good example of what can be done in most of the 
regional school districts of the Commonwealth. An audiovisual 
program for the Pioneer Valley Regional School and the 
elementary schools of the towns of Bernardston, Gill, Leyden, 
Northfield, and Warwick should be initiated, thus developing 
the full potentials of the area schools and school personnel 
to foster the ability and stimulate the learning of the 
students. 
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APPENDIX II 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Res Audiovisual Programs in Pioneer Valley School Union 
INTRODUCTION 
School 
Location 
Population of town 
Year of school opening 
School enrollment 
Average class load 
School hours 
% of bus pupils 
Number of grades 
Supervisor 
Audiovisual coordinator 
BUILDING FACILITIES 
Number of classrooms 
Other rooms 
Special room features 
Light control 
Illumination 
Outlets 
Ventilation and heating 
Floor covering 
Classroom display areas 
Storage areas 
Filing cabinets 
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BUILDING- FACILITIES (Continued) 
Chalkboards 
Bulletin boards 
Means of communication 
Hallway display areas 
CURRICULUM 
How determined? 
Are teachers aware of what is going on in other grades? 
AVAILABILITY OF MATERIALS 
l6ram movies 
Where obtained? 
How obtained? 
How financed? 
Filmstrips 
Does the school maintain a library? Size? 
How purchased? 
How financed? 
Other sources 
Tapes 
Scheduling of projection and use of projectors. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Newspapers 
Annual Town Reports 
P.T.A. Meetings 
Other 
Ill 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
Budget 
P.T.A. 
Special funds 
Projection 
Are teachers qualified to use l6raa projector? 
How trained? 
INVENTORY 
ARTICLE MAKE MODEL LOCATION 
16mm projector 
- 1. , i ' 
Filmstrip and 2x2 
slide projector 
Opaque Projector 
Tape recorder 
Screens 
Microphone 
Record Players 
Flannel Boards 
Globes 
Maps 
Projection tables 
Spirit Duplicator 
Paper cutters 
CONDITION 
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APPETOIX III 
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. I6mra films 
How many used during the year? 
Did you preview these films? 
Were the films Introduced to the class? 
Was there a follow-up? 
Bid these films tie In with current lessons? 
If not# did they tie in with lessons previously taught or 
those to be taught? 
2« How many filmstrips were used during the year? 
3. Flannel Board 
Used frequently# occasionally, never 
Are pieces commercial? 
Are pieces pupil-or teacher-made? 
2j.» Record Player 
Used frequently, occasionally, never 
For what purpose is this equipment used most often? 
5# Bo you maintain a flat picture file? 
Is this catalogued? 
6* Field trips 
How many do you take during the year? 
Bestlnatlons? 
How were children transported? 
How were trips financed? 
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7* 35ram camera and 2x2 slides 
Personal property? 
Do you use this equipment for school purposes? 
8. Professional training 
Have you had any professional audiovisual training? 
Courses taken? 
9* Tape Recorder 
Used frequently, occasionally, never 
10, Do you use any special audiovisual equipment in your work? 
Please state type? 
11, Have you carried on any special projects of an audiovisual 
nature? 
Please state, 
12, Please list any suggestions which you think would help 
improve your use of audiovisual materials. 
13, Other comments i 
Hi* Subjects or grades which you teach: 
APPENDIX IV lllj. 
PIONEER VALLEY REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Office of the Superintendent of Schools 
NORTHFIELD , MASSACHUSETTS -01360 
Telephone, Area 413-498-2757 
Hovember 23* 1963 
Mr* Roy A. Bither, Jr. 
Superintendent of Schools 
Buckland-Shelburae Regional School 
Shelburne Palls, Massachusetts 
Dear Sir: 
The Pioneer Valley Regional School and the five elementary 
schools which are under the same superintendent are in need of an 
efficiently planned audio-visual program. In seeking a solution to 
this problem we are investigating the wisdom of establishing an 
audio-visual center to be located at the Regional School and employ¬ 
ing a staff to supervise all of the schools involved* 
The knowledge of the manner in which audio-visual programs are 
being conducted in the Regional School Districts throughout the 
Commonwealth would be most helpful. Enclosed is a questionnaire 
[designed to provide us with this information. We would greatly 
appreciate your kindness and cooperation in filling out these sheets. 
Yours very truly, 
(Mrs.) Edith J. Pacey 
Audio-Visual Coordinator 
Bernardston Elementary School 
RNARDSTON LEYDEN NORTHFIELD WARWICK 
APPENDIX V 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAMS IN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND AFFILIATED 
SCHOOL UNIONS THROUGHOUT THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS 
I. 
II. 
Ill 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
Name of Regional School: 
Grades Included in the Regional Schools (Please circle) 
TT" 2 j 3 ; 4 ! 5 6 7 8 9 ; 10 j 11 12 
_ I i!J i i ; 
Total Enrollment in Regional School; 
Number of Teachers in Regional School: 
Audio-Visual Personnel in Regional Schools (Please check) 
( ) Full-time Director 
( ) Part-time Director 
( ) Building Coordinator 
( ) Clerk. 
( ) Technician 
( ) Others (Please state)__ 
( ) None 
Financial Arrangement for A/V Purposes in Regional School: 
( ) Separate A/V Budget 
( ) Part of Regular Equipment and Supplies Budget 
( ) Other Arrangement (Please State)_ 
VII. 
VIII. 
( ) No Formal Commitment 
Per Pupil Cost of A/V Program in Regional Schools_j§_ 
Other Schools Under Same Superintendent as Regional Schools 
A. Elementary Schoolss 
1. Number of Schools_ 
2. Enrollment_ 
Number of Teachers 
4. Audio-Visual PersonSfL 
( ) Full-time Director 
( ) Same as Regional School 
( ) Part-time Director 
( ) Same as Regional School 
( ) Building Coordinators 
( ) Clerk 
( ) Same as Regional School 
( ) Technician 
( ) Same as Regional School 
( )Other 
( )Other 
( ) Other 
( )Other 
( ) Others (Please State). 
( ) None 
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5. Financial Arrangement for A/V Purposes in These Schools 
( ) Separate A/V 3udget 
( ) Part of Regular Equipment and Supplies Budget 
( ) Other Arrangements (Please state)_ 
{ ) No Formal Ccrimitmeuc 
6. Per Pupil Cost of A/V Program in these Schools^ 
B. Junior High Schoolss 
1. Number of Schools^ 
2. Enrollment_ 
3 o 
4. 
5. 
6 • 
Number of Teachers_ 
A/V Personnels 
( ) Full-Time Director 
( )Same as Regional School ( 
( ) Part-time Director 
( )Same as Regional School ( 
( ) Building Coordinators 
( ) Clerk 
( ) Same as Regional School ( 
( ) Technician 
( ) Same as Regional School ( 
( ) Others (Please st te)_ 
( ) None 
Financial Arrangement for A/V Program in these Schools: 
{ ) Separate A/V Budget 
{ ) Part of Regular Equipment and Supplies Budget 
( ) Other Arrangements (Please state)_ 
( ) No Formal Commitment 
Per Pupil Cost of A/V Program in these Schools_ 
) Other 
) Other 
) Other 
) Other 
Senior High Schools 
1. Number of Schools_ 
2. Enrollment_ 
3. 
4. 
Number of Teachers_ 
A/V Personnel 
( ) Full-time Director 
( ) Same as Regional School ( ) Other 
( ) Part-time Director 
( ) Same as Regional School ( ) Other 
( ) Building Coordinators 
( ) Clerk 
( ) Same as Regional School ( ) Other 
( ) Technician 
) ( ) Same as Regional School ( Other 
( ) Others (Please state) 
( 
5. 
) None 
Financial Arrangement for A/V Purposes in these Schoolss 
( ) Separate A/V Budget 
( ) Part of Regular Equipment and Supplies Budget 
( ) Other Arrangements (Please state)_ 
( ) No Formal Commitment 
6* Per Pupil cost of A/V Program in these Schools; £_ 
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IX. Does Item VIII include all the schools in all the towns which 
are members of the Regional School District? 
( ) Yes ( ) No 
If answer is no, please state names of towns not represented. 
X. Future of Program within the next two yearss 
( ) Plan to expand Present Program (Please comment) 
( ) Plan to Initiate an A/V Program (Please comment) 
( ) Plan to hire Full-time Director 
XI. Name and Address of Person Responsible for A/V Program in the 
Regional Schools 
XII. Do you wish to have a summary 
( ) Yes ( 
of this study? 
) No 
I 
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